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1 PRIMARY ISSUES OF THE DISASTER

On March 11, 2011, the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant was 
struck by a 9+ earthquake. This resulted in reactor number 
one losing containment before the tsunami struck which 
further cause damage to the backup diesel generators by 
swapping their air underwater intake valves and preventing 
further power generation prevent loss of the containment of 
the nuclear material in the Mark I style of nuclear reactors. 
As a result both reactor number 1,2 and 3 the last the control 
of the corium which is now estimated to be 75 feet or 25 m 

below the ground that the function may Daiichi plant in the number of millions of becquerels of 



radiation is high enough to know worker trait or otherwise of unskilled can go to the area and 
stay cognitively functioning for more than 15 minutes. And our exposure it was is considered 
lethal and workers have been brought into the area that are untrained. This is resulted in a 
situation where there is subsidence now because of inappropriate control of water to cool 
reactors of by turning the entire site into a much so subsidence of cooling pool number four put 
at risk the entire area being damaged by the loss of the water to the cooling pool four and the 
common cooling pool as well. These will result in a few blackouts having a power for fire which 
will follow flies into nanoparticles many thousands of tons of highly radioactive fuel rod assembly 
talents releasing plutonium, strontium 90, cesium 137, radioiodine 131, and many other isotopes 
that are both short and long acting.

The storage containers that were directed after the Fukushima Daiichi plant were not together 
correctly and loss control all the storage as well as underground storage tanks in areas on the 
site. Early on the disaster was obvious that the venting system preventing a hydrogen 
generated by the treaty tritium generating fuel rod assembly bundles are that there was no 
control for hydrogen release and it was an argument between two groups of engineers as to 
whether you should be early or late release of action to prevent a hydrogen generated explosion 
which woodlot lose containment of the reactor core. Since that time there has been out much 
generated tritium at superheated steam deep in the bowels underneath the reactor site there is 
created venting tubes to the ocean floor and back toward rocks and Strasse in the rocks of the 
area upon to near the plant. It is estimated that these venting tubes may go to into miles of 
ocean floor and then directly into the Pacific Ocean.  Some degree of venting backwards toward 
cracks in the rocks to the sea floor or Honshu, through strata from Honshu, may occur.  Citizen 
monitoring via YouTube, has found subway radiation detected at high levels underground in 
northern Tokyo.

Additionally the Japanese government has also done a great disservice to the international 
public by venting into the troposphere average nuclear waste by burning highly radioactive 
waste with relatively non-redirect waste average it into a range which is allowable for burning by 
high-temperature thermal combustion and spreading this all over different I combustion 
separation chambers all over Japan. This is to fax number one in international crime against the 
population and other living things on earth. Number two, it also has a direct effect in averaging 
the effective radioisotopes on damaging the health and mental health and physical health and 
future generations with birth defects so that proper research on effective radiation at Fukushima 
and surrounding prefectures would be distorted by the release of radioisotopes by burning 
radioactive trash.



2 EXISTING TECHNOLOGY AND IMAGINATION IN SOLVING THE 
PROBLEM

The primary problems that need to be addressed are to prevent the venting of radioisotopes at 
the Fukushima Daiichi site. Kevlar-Spidersilk tents should be used for capturing vented 
radioisotopes and superheated steam including the ability to prevent loss of integrity with small 
explosions at the site over each reactor and cooling pool. Filtration systems to build convert 
radioactive isotope of nanoparticles and hot ions into solid radioactive waste for easy disposal 
and transfer to final controlled monitoring for many millennia. 

The level of gamma radiation neutron flux is so intense that normal integrated circuits cannot be 
used at the Fukushima Daiichi plant. More exotic technologies such as IEEE chip from ATMEL 
Corporation, could be used to make radiation resistant robots that could then move the debris 
do radiation and water sampling testing and reestablish proper cooling technologies to the 
corium or two areas of the plant that need to be neutralize to read neutron flux were continued 
to interaction of water with the accordion. An alternative is to use a non-checked robot, using 
cables with air pressure hoses are the cables would be coated with a flexible interlocking rings 
of to plead uranium the block gamma rays and neutrons and use fiber-optic cables for 
visualization alighting. AI interface that can be achieved at a depleted uranium containers some 
distance wraps up to half a mile or more from the site and with workers operating robot remotely 
and art perform the tasks at the site. This required collaboration of robot scientist that would be 
able to design such robot to operate in the high electron flux in neutron flux environment but 
would not have electronics that would disrupt it would simply be air pressure valves controlling 
the movement of various servos. Fiberoptic visual and lighting would make all electronics and 
controls not necessary, with the low tech approach increasing resilience in this hostile 
environment. 

A corium catcher easily manufactured underneath the side of the reactor well below 75 the 
theater 25 m to be well within the range to prevent further expansion of the corium more 
interaction like a lava lamp buzzing possibility of hyper criticality and either a small explosion or 
a surgeon neutrons or neutron flux results in a pyrophoric fire. This can be composed using a 
remotely controlled tunneling device such as used by Bechtel Corporation using impact lasers 
and sodium cooled nuclear reactors and replacing the tall with to be uranium interlocking rings 
that would block any move regresses over radioactive material and later replace the on 
interlocking design with a grid pattern to prevent further of passage of nuclear materials deeper 
into the earth or toward the ocean. Identification of the location of the corium could be copied by 
Muon shadow imaging. The shadows identify areas of corium and its three-dimensional 
location. Ground penetrating radar may also be possible at remote locations using this vision 
distance away from the electron flux fields and the neutron fields that the location could be 
triangulated of specific areas of corium and could be left in place over a period of time to build 
be three-dimensional picture of the movement of corium. Neutron imaging can also to identify 
the sites of corium and a possible interaction and total increase or decrease over time of the 
neutron flux density which increases the rate of criticality reactions such as amplifying the chain 
reactions in existing corium and fuel pellets. 



3 INTERNATIONAL 
COOPERATION AND OPEN 
SCIENTIFIC TRIBUNALS 
ESSENTIAL TO PREVENTING 
FUTURE NUCLEAR 
CATASTROPHES IN JAPAN 
AND AROUND THE WORLD

International cooperation of all top scientists in the world dealing with nuclear physics and 
nuclear remediation engineering need to collaborate not only on the Fukushima Daiichi plant but 
to use the same checklist of parameters to check other sites that almost lost control after the 
tsunami and earthquake struck in Japan but another areas where there are two tectonic 
reactive, in danger of extreme weather, in danger of tsunamis in tsunami zones, and in danger 
of terrorism or cybernetic attack. Scientists that should have an international protocol and teams 
for reunion extended robotic remediation with the two goals in mind to reduce the neutron flux 
and chain reactions and to eliminate the need for water to cool the nuclear corium. The raider 
generation of tritium is a good measure of the increase general levels of criticality occurring in 
the level neutron flux identified by visualization of blue streak streaks heading for the ground to 
the sky indicate that neutron flux is ionizing nitrogen in the atmosphere creating blue lines. This 
should not be under the United Nations or the International Atomic Energy Agency is approved 
incompetent in this regard. This should be led by the lead nation of the United States and 
Russia as well as the leading nuclear nation of France in this process. All this discussion should 
be open on the Internet and on cable and satellite television with an open comment and ideas 
areas from the public to deal with specific problems is an ongoing procedure. This would allow 
scientists and citizens to interact with idea generators and problem solvers of all kinds take it 
further and other management approaches to deal with different barriers and problems as they 
arise.



4 MICHIO KAKU - JAPANESE 
NUCLEAR PHYSICIST AN 
AMERICAN CITIZEN MEDIA 
ICON AND CALL FOR NUCLEAR 
SCIENTISTS FOR 
INTERNATIONAL 
COLLABORATION

Physicians for social responsibility and 
nuclear scientists and nuclear remediation engineers are examples of the kinds of organizations 
and specialists that need to be involved in this process. Proper evaluation of workers exposed 
peripherally to radiation need to be done with the most valid techniques developed at 
Chernobyl. This would include Micronucleii assessment DNA adducts subpopulations of the 
body as well as natural killer cells and other markers indicating transformation toward cancer 
autoimmune disease and the growth of stealth pathogens caused by radiation exposure. 
Mitochondrial function testing also be performed on an ongoing basis as radiations primary 
effect is to disrupt oxidative phosphorylation and the generation of high energy ATP and NADH. 
All scientific seminar should be available in real-time online and on television to a special 
channel allow comment interaction with the public and other sciences University professors. 
These sessions should be held on a regular basis monthly and is disastrous rise and should not 
close when the Fukushima Daiichi disaster is completed. There should be a plan to have this 
and oversight of all nuclear reactor sites with continued vigilance to determine the areas that 
dangers occur in relationship to back up our sources storage and remediation of nuclear 
materials on-site danger of terrorism and other issues that relate to an increase risk of 
radioisotope release.



5 TRANSITION 
FROM 
NUCLEAR 
FUSION TO 
NUCLEAR 
FUSION 
ENERGY – 
ENERGY FROM 
THE VACUUM 
ZERO POINT – 

ADVANCED SOLAR HYDROGEN AND OTHER STORAGE 
TECHNOLOGIES – GEOTHERMAL – WIND – WAVE AND TIDAL 
ENERGY CONVERSION – DECENTRALIZATION OF POWER 
GENERATION AND STORAGE – I PRESSURE STORAGE 
CONTAINERS USING COMPRESSED AIR FOR MEGAWATTS OF 
POWER STORAGE AND NONCHEMICAL KINETIC STORAGE 
TECHNOLOGY AS WELL AS SOLAR HEATED LIQUID SODIUM AND 
HEAT-SINK TECHNOLOGY FOR 24 HOUR SOLAR ENERGY 
PROVISION

The transition from the old-style nuclear fission to fusion reactors should occur as soon as 
possible. Helium three is available from bone mining operations to create nuclear tokamak type 
reactors both large and small. These will eliminate the need for storage of radioisotopes. They 
directly generate a plasma field that can be converted directly into electromagnetic and 
electrical energy. 

Advanced solar hydrogen, and other types of storage technologies including kinetic or air 
pressure to store megawatts of power is possible at present this will replace the need for 
nuclear reactors as well as use the diversion of nuclear reactors to liquid natural gas or LNG.

Geothermal especially along the rocky mountain chain of data Casper Wyoming is very 
probable as well is in the area of the Yellowstone national Park in the Western United States 
can generate tremendous amount of power with the use of high-speed trip transmission lines 



using plasma rather typical of power transmission lines which require step down transformers 
and boosting stations.

Solar farms in the Southern latitudes are an option, such as those using solar heated liquid 
sodium can act to the heat-sink for a large generation of steam turbines and generation of solar 
power 24 / 7. 

6 PLAN OF ACTION:

A / CAPTURE all airborne and waterborne radionuclides

Place over reactors number 1, 2 and 3,  Kevlar-Spidersilk tents. All systems should be utilize air 
nuclear isotope filtration to capture radioisotopes and convert to solid waste.

A corium catcher should be in place underneath the reactor core at least more than 75 feet or 
25 m below the corium based on Muon imaging or ground penetrating radar. This can be 
constructed of interlocking rings of the page uranium place by a conduct of boring machine 
using sodium cooled nuclear reactors operated remotely. The debate uranium core will protect 
the electronics and control systems in the tunneling boring machine and allow for personnel to 
be operational. This should be a distance right-of-way that between the earth and rock material 
underneath the site very little neutron flux or gamma rays are able to penetrate the workspace 
of the tunnel boring machine.

Ground penetrating radar should be used to the seafloor and in the area around the site 
determine any tritium of superheated steam tubes and where they are connected to rock strata 
and the ocean floor preventing. Thia should prevent venting of radioisotopes of steam tube 
natural tubes through subsoils and rocks or superheated steam and capture systems developed 
to divert the superheated steam into a filtration system to capture the radioisotopes.

A Crystalline sarcophagus, using hyperosmolar boronated solution with scalar harmonic 
frequencies to speed crystallization of the hyperosmolar solution and form a neutron capturing 
crystal lattice. All the remaining nuclear material should be left inside rather than trying to 
continue removal. This particularly deals with the twisted fuel rod assembly bundles that are 
more than likely going to result in a loss of control any pyrophoric fire.  This applies especially to 
cooling pool 3 twisted fuel rod assemblies. 

The current diversion project to create a ice wall using refrigeration technology longer than a 
mile is not adequate a diversion wall should be placed more than a mile up line from the nuclear 
reactor well away from the radioactive so the zone so that all water could be diverted using 
proper techniques a special concrete to prevent any water from entering into the region and 
continue to feed the aquifer underneath the Fukushima Daiichi plant.

B / Identify location and radionuclide profile of corium

Muon shadow imaging detection, and ground penetrating radar can be used to identify in three 
dimensions the location of the corium. This is be done real-time as a corium locations may 
change and also imaging techniques must be used to identify surges or changes in direction 



three dimensionally of the neutron flux which can speed critical reactions or result in a 
pyrophoric fire or explosion. The latter explosion would be due to a hypercritical reaction or a 
hydrogen explosion caused by the treaty eight superheated steam in a simple and high-
pressure zone developing causing a rent in the rocks and rapid release of pressure.

C / Neutralize neutron flux and chance of criticality

The above measures of A and B, should reduce the neutron flux and the chances of criticality

NUTRIMEDICAL.COM WELLNESS PROTOCOLS FOR RADIATION RECOVERY – DNA AND 
CELLULAR REPAIR …

http://nutrimedical.com/conditions_security.jhtml

http://nutrimedical.com/conditions_security.jhtml


6.1.1 Radiation Protection Program..>>

 

6.1.2 CORE PROGRAM >>

6.1.3
Radiation Protection Protocol >> * ESSENTIAL STARTERS with...

 
* NutrioDINE five to ten drops in smoothie three times per day ( with low 
level ), up to 15 drops to 20 drops three times per day ( High level exposure )

* NutriTRALA NutriTRALA one to two tablets three times per day in smoothie 
& ( for children ) crush with mortar and pestil one 

* NutriDefense one to two capsules three times per day

NutriTRALA one to two tablets three times per day
 

6.1.4 Cell Detox Glutathione one to two tablets two to three times per day

6.1.5
ReGenerex one capsule twice per day

6.1.6 Nutrimmune one to two capsules three times per day

ImmunoMAX powder or capules one tspn twice per day or 4 capsules twice 
per day

ChelorMAX three to four capsules twice per day

Living Probiotic one capsule twice per day

Liquid Zeolite 15 drops in filtered water three times per day

6.1.6.1

6.1.7 then advanced protocols... 

6.1.7.1
 



6.1.8  1 ] NutriDine - THYROID AND ENERGETICS

Advanced Add ...

6.1.8.1  

6.1.9 MitoThyroid one to two in AM

6.1.10 VitaMineralMAX one capsule twice per day

Minerals PLUS one capsule twice per day

6.1.11 Selenium Cruciferate one capsule twice per day

6.1.12 IndiumEase 1 drop per 50 pounds weight AM and bedtimes

2] DNA AND MITOCHONDRIAL PROTECTION

NutriTRALA

Nutrimmune 3 capsules twice per day or ImmunoMAX one tspn twice per day 
in juice or smoothie

AntiAgeMAX one capsule twice per day

6.1.13
CoQ10 Supreme or CoQ10 Supreme Ubiquinol one to two softgels twice per 
day

6.1.14 Cell Defense two caplets twice per day

6.1.15 MalignaBlock one to two capsules twice per day

6.1.16 EllagicAcid one to two capsules twice per day

6.1.17 OncoMycin one capsule twice per day

6.1.18 MyCell D3 5,000 two to three softgels twice per day

6.1.19 ReGENEREX one capsule twice per day

6.1.20 Mitochondrial Catalysts one capsule twice per day

6.1.21  



6.1.22
3] DETOXIFICATION OF REPIRATORY AND GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT

BioLVR one capsule twice per day

Life Support one scoop twice per day as smoothie

MalignaBlock one to two capsules twice per day

Ellagic Acid one to two capsules twice per day

Pure Water System - R/O water tree of Radiotoxins and Isotopes

Kardovite one to two capsules or 15 to 30 drops three times per day

6.1.23 Power C PLUS three to six capsules three times per day

6.1.24 Living Probiotics one capsule twice per day and

Living Probiotics Ultra one capsule every second day

6.1.25 AIRWAY PROTECTION - change use in public of NIOSH N95

6.1.26 SinuPulse irrigate four times per day with Nutriodine and AlliMax liquid 10 to 
15 drops each four times per day

6.1.27 Life Support one scoop with AgeLess twice per day

4] BONE MARROW, STEM CELLS, GAMETES (SPERM AND OVA) IMMUNE 
PROTECTION 

 ImmunoMAX one tspn or Nutrimmune three capsules twice per day

6.1.28 Power Methyl B12 one tablets under tongue twice per day

6.1.29 SUPER Folate one capsule twice per day

6.1.30 Omega Cod Liver Liquid 10 mls or two tspns twice per day as smoothie

6.1.31 NutriPHOS two softgels twice per day

6.1.32 Omega Supreme one softgel twice per day

6.1.33 Omega 3 6 9 one softgel twice per day

6.1.34 NeuroGEN two softgels twice per day

6.1.35 NutriDefense one to two capsules twice per day



6.1.36 AgeLess one scoop with Life Support one scoop as snack or meal replacement 
twice per day 

6.1.37

D / Subatomic harmonic frequency cleaving radioisotopes into nonradioactive daughter atoms

This is a theoretical framework for the remediation of nuclear isotopes using harmonic 
subatomic physics. These strong or weak forces which hold atoms together at specific harmonic 
frequencies may be able to cleave the nucleus into nonradioactive daughter atoms. This should 
be achieved without the release of gamma rays neutrons are alpha particles or beta emission of 
electrons.

E / Monitoring of sea life, plant and animal life in North America must be performed an open 
source for the public and scientists.  A profile of radioisotopes in kelp, krill, sardines and sea life 
higher in the food chain such as tuna, is essential. The monitoring of airborne plumes as well 
should be done with commercial airliners. There should be with real-time transfer of counts per 
minute or millisieverts from data logging radiation detectors in the cabins of all commercial 
airliners over the Pacific and North American airspace,  and sending data to central analyzing 
database to be posted in real-time for the airlines and for the public. This would identify plumes 
of specific altitudes with specific directions and concentrations of radioisotopes analyzed after 
the flight.  Chain of custody air sampling linked to high count per minute zones, can be 
accomplished by an automated procedure to sample air samples and specific Levels. This will 
allow real-time monitoring of the release of airborne radiation from the Fukushima plant.

F/ PROTECT AND DETOXIFY THE PUBLIC AND REGENERATE DAMAGED DNA, CELLS 
AND TISSUES:

REFERENCES:

Some large ice dams for mining have been successfully used, but not for a 
few months, not an eternity. 

Also, the plan may be to completely encircle the Fukushima site, but the 
plans are not yet finalized. 

Please see:
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/energy/2013/08/130819-japan-
ice-wall-for-fukushima-radioactive-leaks/

http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/energy/2013/08/130819-japan-ice-wall-for-fukushima-radioactive-leaks/
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/energy/2013/08/130819-japan-ice-wall-for-fukushima-radioactive-leaks/


Interesting that Yomiuri Shinbum Pulled this article so soon (the next day!)

What are they hiding?

6.2 REPORTERS REVEAL “BLAST RUINED INSIDE OF 

CONTAINMENT VESSEL” AT FUKUSHIMA UNIT 4 — 

WALLS ‘DESTROYED’ — EXPLOSION WAS ‘BELIEVED’ 

TO HAVE BEEN OUTSIDE REACTOR (PHOTO)

http://enenews.com/strange-reporters-reveal-blast-ruined-inside-of-

containment-vessel-at-fukushima-unit-4-walls-within-it-destroyed-explosion-

is-believed-to-have-taken-place-outside-reactor-photo

Yomiuri Shimbun, Feb. 13, 2014 at 6:11a JST: Blast ruined the inside of 

containment vessel at Fukushima plant [...] Reporters from The Yomiuri 

Shimbun visited the crippled plant Wednesday [...] On the top floor of the 

plant’s No. 4 reactor building, a crane was moving to remove spent nuclear 

fuel [...] On the lower floors, debris and wreckage were scattered. A 

hydrogen explosion, which is believed to have taken place outside the 

reactor, destroyed a door attached to the containment vessel as well as 

walls and pipes inside the vessel.

SOURCE: Yomiuri Shimbun

Photo captions for article ‘Blast ruined the inside of containment vessel at 

Fukushima plant’:

 Yomiuri Shimbun reporters look at the inside of the Fukushima No. 1 

nuclear power plant’s No. 4 reactor building on Wednesday.

 Contaminated water on the basement of the No. 4 reactor building

Yomiuri Shimbun, Feb. 13, 2014 at 4:00a JST: Wreckage is seen inside the 

containment vessel at the No. 4 reactor of the Fukushima No. 1 nuclear 

power plant in Okuma, Fukushima Prefecture, on Wednesday.

http://the-japan-news.com/news/article/0001027383
http://the-japan-news.com/news/article/0001027383
http://the-japan-news.com/news/article/0001027724


 

Keeping the Core Covered for Over 30 Years!

http://enenews.com/nuclear-engineer-worse-news-fukushima-plant-radioactive-water-formed-pathway-flowing-straight-pacific-audio

 

Keeping the Core Covered for Over 30 Years!

First, newer technology to locate the Corium using Muons!

7 JAPAN RESEARCHERS USE COSMIC RAYS TO SEE NUCLEAR FUEL

7.1.1.1.1 Jan 23, 2014
http://phys.org/news/2014-01-japan-cosmic-rays-nuclear-fuel.html

Japanese researchers said Thursday they had succeeded in using cosmic rays to find nuclear fuel inside a reactor, a technology that might be helpful in the 

complicated decommissioning at Fukushima. 

Read more at: http://phys.org/news/2014-01-japan-cosmic-rays-nuclear-fuel.html#jCp

8 SCIENTISTS: COSMIC RAYS CAN SEE THROUGH NUCLEAR REACTOR, LOCATE FUEL

January 24, 2014

Japanese researchers said Thursday they had succeeded in using cosmic rays to find nuclear fuel inside a reactor, a technology that might be helpful in the 

complicated decommissioning at Fukushima. 

Read more at: http://phys.org/news/2014-01-japan-cosmic-rays-nuclear-fuel.html#jCp

http://ajw.asahi.com/article/0311disaster/fukushima/AJ201401240069

By JIN NISHIKAWA/ Staff Writer

Japanese scientists have developed a method to use cosmic rays to see through a nuclear reactor, raising hopes for locating and accounting for melted fuel 

inside the crippled Fukushima nuclear plant.

“Installing several sensors outdoors for a month or so is enough to get a picture of internal structures,” said Fumihiko Takasaki, a particle physics scientist at 

the High Energy Accelerator Research Organization. “Our technology is well established, so I hope it will be used to help decommission the stricken reactors at 



the Fukushima No. 1 nuclear power plant.”

Takasaki and his co-workers installed sensors outdoors at the Tokai No. 2 nuclear power plant in Ibaraki Prefecture between February 2012 and December 

2013 to detect muon particles contained in cosmic rays. Muon beams, which are absorbed more easily in high-density materials such as uranium, can be used 

to obtain see-through images, much in the way of X-ray radiography.

The measurements allowed the scientists to outline the shape of the reactor containment vessel, locate the fuel storage pool and size up the amount of nuclear 

fuel being stored. The perspective images clearly showed the fuel was stored in two separate sections in the storage pool.

At the Fukushima plant, high radiation levels are preventing workers from staying for a long time inside the No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3 reactor buildings, where 

meltdowns occurred following the March 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake and tsunami.

Tokyo Electric Power Co., the plant operator, has yet to learn where the nuclear fuel currently lies. The locations and amounts of the melted nuclear fuel should 

be identified by the time the government and TEPCO plan to start extracting it in the first half of fiscal 2020.

Even if the melted fuel has escaped into the basement levels, it can still be located by installing sensors in underground holes, the scientists said. Each sensor 

unit weighs 800 kilograms, not including the steel sheets for shielding radiation, and costs around 20 million yen ($200,000), they added.

 

--------------------------------------------------------

http://enenews.com/nhk-experts-shocked-by-what-they-saw-in-video-of-reactor-1-radioactive-water-flowing-down-side-of-containment-vessel-fukushima-

daiichis-hidden-crisis-video

Keeping the Core Covered for Over 30 Years!

8.1 TEPCO “DON’T KNOW WHERE THE REST OF COOLANT WATER IS ESCAPING FROM REACTOR3″

 http://fukushima-diary.com/2014/01/tepco-dont-know-where-the-rest-of-coolant-water-is-escaping-from-reactor3/

Following up this article.. Reactor3 coolant water leakage → 1/3 of injected water was leaking / Tepco doesn’t know when it started

 

In the press conference of 1/22/2014, Fukushima chief Ono stated that the rest of 2/3 injected water must be leaking out from somewhere of 

reactor3, but they can’t identify the specific location.

 

Tepco is injecting 5.5 m3 of coolant water into reactor3 vessel per hour. 1.5 m3/h of the water was found leaking out to the building possibly after touching the 

molten fuel.

Where and how the rest of 4.0 m3/h of coolant water leaks are not investigated because of the high level of contamination.

 

http://www.tepco.co.jp/tepconews/library/movie-01j.html

http://www.tepco.co.jp/tepconews/library/movie-01j.html
http://fukushima-diary.com/2013/12/tepco-lost-the-layout-drawing-of-pipes-and-drains-in-fukushima-plant-office-ruined-and-entirely-contaminated/


-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9 MORE ON FUKUSHIMA UNIT 3, TEPCO FAILS TO EXPLAIN LEVELS  

http://www.fukuleaks.org/web/?p=12181

January 22nd, 2014 | Add a Comment

TEPCO released two new handouts on the leak at unit 3. This gives some additional insight but still fails to explain a number of critical issues.

Handout 1: http://www.tepco.co.jp/nu/fukushima-np/handouts/2014/images/handouts_140122_05-j.pdf

Handout 2: http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/nu/fukushima-np/roadmap/images/l140120_01-e.pdf

TEPCO does not provide any data to explain their claim for where the water level in containment is. They cite using pressure readings to determine this but 

give no information to show how they came to such a conclusion. Available pressure readings show a single sensor for the containment structure and one for 

the suppression chamber (torus). The torus has considerably more pressure than the containment structure. The suppression chamber is around 183 kpa and 

the containment structure at .22 kpa. TEPCO also does not explain how lower containment penetrations would remain intact yet the MSIV room ones failed. 

This is a requirement to have happen for their theory that water inside unit 3 containment is unusually high.

Also not explained is why water leaks from the two containment hatches have created much higher ambient radiation levels than the leak from the MSIV room. 

If both are simply leaks of water from containment they should be nearly equal in radiation level. Levels near the water leak

4 Sv/h     while the levels near the MSIV room leak are around 30 mSv/h

A scope inspection is planned to look into the MSIV room. The current plan is to insert a camera scope from the room above and look into the MSIV room to 

determine leakage and other information. This would be done by workers. TEPCO has opted to go in through the ceiling as they think the room may be partially 

filled with water. The radiation levels for the room above are estimated to be around 2-3 mSv/h while levels outside the MSIV room are around 30 mSv/h. 

TEPCO does not say when this work will take place.

 TEPCO also released some temperature readings. The water leak is warmer than a line sensor for the MSIV system and two degrees cooler than readings 

taken inside the containment structure.

They also included a radiation reading for the unit 3 turbine building that was similar to what is found in the MSIV room leak. These levels also closely match 

the spent fuel pool radiation levels.

The handout in Japanese     included many things not included in the English one released the same day. This diagram of the pipe penetrations used in the MSIV 

room show that the bellows seal if seated inside containment would provide a clear leak route if the bellows leaks or fails. Previously TEPCO cited that these 

pipe penetrations are sealed with a “resin” that could have degraded during the meltdown. We found ample evidence that common penetration seal materials 

like Fireblock-D are subject to corrosion, heat and pressure degradation. Under high heats this type of sealant will degrade. This particular substance was

use at US plants built during the same years as Fukushima Daiichi.

 The new information does give some insight into the issues inside unit 3. Important questions remain to be answered. The planned scope effort could give new 

important clues to help determine if TEPCO’s assumptions are correct or if another cause is to blame.

This article would not be possible without the extensive efforts of the SimplyInfo research team

http://pbadupws.nrc.gov/docs/ML0630/ML063040693.pdf
http://pbadupws.nrc.gov/docs/ML0630/ML063040693.pdf
http://pbadupws.nrc.gov/docs/ML0630/ML063040693.pdf
http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/nu/fukushima-np/roadmap/images/l140120_01-e.pdf
http://www.tepco.co.jp/nu/fukushima-np/handouts/2014/images/handouts_140122_05-j.pdf
http://www.tepco.co.jp/nu/fukushima-np/handouts/2014/images/handouts_140122_05-j.pdf
http://www.fukuleaks.org/web/?page_id=23
http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/nu/fukushima-np/roadmap/images/l140120_01-e.pdf
http://www.tepco.co.jp/nu/fukushima-np/handouts/2014/images/handouts_140122_05-j.pdf
http://www.fukuleaks.org/web/?p=12181
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9.1 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9.2

9.3

9.4 220 FUEL ASSEMBLIES REMOVED FROM REACTOR4 POOL BY 1/22/2014

http://fukushima-diary.com/2014/01/220-fuel-assemblies-removed-from-reactor4-pool-by-1222014/

Following up this article.. Tepco doesn’t have the enough room to accept all the spent fuel in the common pool [URL]

 

In the press conference of 1/22/2014, Tepco announced they have completed transferring 220 assemblies of spent / new fuel from reactor4 pool

They have transferred 10 casks. On 1/23/2014, they are to transfer the 11th cask to the common pool.

 

http://www.tepco.co.jp/tepconews/library/movie-01j.html

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Wednesday 1/22/2014- Grid Problem takes down Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant

Saturday 1/18/2014 - Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant has a Fire in a Safety-Related Transformer

Keeping the Core Covered for Over 30 Years!

10TEPCO: FUKUSHIMA LEAK LIKELY WATER USED TO COOL NUCLEAR FUEL

http://ajw.asahi.com/article/0311disaster/fukushima/AJ201401200049

January 20, 2014

By AKIRA HATANO/ Staff Writer

Radiation levels indicate the leak discovered within the stricken Fukushima No. 1 nuclear plant involves water used to cool melted nuclear fuel, Tokyo Electric 

Power Co. said Jan. 19.

“The leaked water is highly likely to have come from the water that was already used to cool fuel rods, and not from leaked rainwater or cooling water (on its 

http://ajw.asahi.com/article/0311disaster/fukushima/AJ201401190019
http://www.tepco.co.jp/tepconews/library/movie-01j.html
http://fukushima-diary.com/2013/12/tepco-doesnt-have-the-enough-room-to-accept-all-the-spent-fuel-in-the-common-pool/
http://chat.simplyinfo.org/


way to the reactor),” a TEPCO official said.

TEPCO said earlier that contaminated water was discovered on the first floor of the plant’s damaged No. 3 reactor building. At the time, the utility said water 

was flowing into the basement and not outside the building.

Due to high radiation levels, the company used a robot to take a water sample. An analysis found that the concentration of radioactive materials was higher in 

the leaked water than in water destined to be used to cool the reactor or rainwater.

The water sample contained 2.4 million becquerels per liter of radioactive cesium, while the reading for substances emitting beta rays, including strontium, 

reached 24 million becquerels per liter.

The temperature of the leaked water was around 20 degrees, also higher than that of unused cooling water and rainwater, TEPCO said.

The leak is the latest in a series that has plagued work in the sprawling nuclear complex. Storage tanks for radioactive water have leaked at the site, and 

groundwater has entered the basements of reactor buildings and mixed with contaminated water.

COMMENT: Flimsy hoses and hastily tossed together pseudo-systems. If this water is leaking, then what is NOT getting cooled?

Overview of the Cooling Water System used in Fukushima, http://nuclearpoweryesplease.org/blog/wp-content/uploads/plan.jpg

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fukushima inner leaks possibly from opening

http://www3.nhk.or.jp/nhkworld/english/news/20140121_05.html

Jan. 21, 2014 - Updated 12:39 UTC

The operator of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant says water leaks inside the No. 3 reactor building likely came from an opening in the containment vessel.

Officials of the Tokyo Electric Power Company said high levels of radioactivity in the leaked water suggest the water is most likely from that used for cooling 

down nuclear fuel that melted after the accident in March 2011.

They spotted the leak on the first floor of the reactor building last Saturday when watching images filmed by a camera on a remote-controlled robot.

The officials suspect the water is leaking from around an opening for a steam pipe in the wall of the containment vessel.

They said the extra space around the opening had been tightly sealed with resin. But they suspect the substance may have deteriorated after being exposed to 

the heat of the melted fuel and to salt from sea water poured into the vessel immediately after the accident.

TEPCO engineers are planning to locate cracks in the containment vessel and seal them. They will then fill the vessel with water and remove the 

melted fuel.

The removal is key to dismantling the Fukushima plant.



But they cannot enter the reactor building to study the leak further due to high levels of radiation. They said they are looking into alternative ways to 

investigate.

Jan. 20, 2014 - Updated 21:20 UTC

COMMENT: They make it sound like fuel removal is right around the corner. DREAM ON! This will be leaking for years. We knew that Unit 3 Containment was 

broken years ago. 

Containment Penetration Dwgs

http://farm3.staticflickr.com/2854/12077858166_21182f9b8a_o.jpg

http://farm6.staticflickr.com/5491/12077264905_038ae43982_o.jpg

Fukushima Unit 4 Spent Fuel Movement Talley

http://www.tepco.co.jp/nu/fukushima-np/removal4u/index-j.html

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dr. Bill, Between Jan 13 and Jan 14, a Tank that was leaking since August, known as H4, spiked in cesium levels 

from none detectable, to over 180 bq/liter. 

http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/press/corp-com/release/2014/1233626_5892.html



11 FUKUSHIMA DAIICHI NPS PROMPT REPORT 2014

11.1 FUKUSHIMA DAIICHI NPS PROMPT REPORT (JAN 14,2014)WATER LEAK AT A TANK 

IN THE H4 AREA IN FUKUSHIMA DAIICHI NUCLEAR POWER STATION (FOLLOW-UP 

INFORMATION 64)
This is follow-up information on the ‘water leak at a tank in the H4 area in Fukushima Daiichi NPS' found on 
August 19.

Today (on January 14), the measurement value of the cesium concentration in the water sampled at the drainage 
channel B [the point i<The measurement result on January 14>
- At the point immediately short of the junction with the drainage channel C (B-3)
・Cesium-134: 180Bq/L

・Cesium-137: 420Bq/L

・Gross β: 1,100Bq/L

<The measurement result on January 13>
- At the point immediately short of the junction with the drainage channel C (B-3)
・Cesium-134: Below the detection limit value (The detection limit value: 18Bq/L)

・Cesium-137: Below the detection limit value (The detection limit value: 26Bq/L)

・Gross β: 200Bq/Lmmediately short of the junction with the drainage channel C (B-3)] rose up more than ten 

times as high as that of the last sampling.

<The measurement result on January 14>
- At the point immediately short of the junction with the drainage channel C (B-3)
・Cesium-134: 180Bq/L

・Cesium-137: 420Bq/L

・Gross β: 1,100Bq/L

<The measurement result on January 13>
- At the point immediately short of the junction with the drainage channel C (B-3)
・Cesium-134: Below the detection limit value (The detection limit value: 18Bq/L)

・Cesium-137: Below the detection limit value (The detection limit value: 26Bq/L)

・Gross β: 200Bq/L



--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Interesting Website. 
http://www.ourradioactiveocean.org/

The release of radioactive contaminants from Fukushima remains an unprecedented event for the people of Japan and the 

Pacific Ocean. [...] Some Fukushima radiation has already begun to appear on the West Coast of North America and is expected to 
peak in most places between 2014 and 2015. [...] continued leaks from the Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear power 
plant [...] sparked fears of wide-ranging impacts to the marine ecosystem and human health. Despite concerns, 
there is no U.S. government agency monitoring the spread of low levels of radiation from Fukushima along the West 
Coast and around the Hawaiian Islands—even though levels are expected to rise over coming years

with predictions that levels of radiation along the Pacific Coast of North America will be too low to be of human 
health concern or to impact fisheries and marine life, we can all agree that radiation should be monitored [...]

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------
This article shows that some are dispelling the health effects of Fukushim. I am no expert in medicine, but this 
article doesn't consider the chronic effects and bio-accumulation in tissue.  

11.2 SCIENTISTS SAY STOP WORRYING ABOUT FUKUSHIMA RADIOACTIVITY IN

11.2.1.1.1 Jan. 16, 2014 | KUOW

SEATTLE — Japan’s nuclear disaster released hundreds of millions of gallons of radioactive water in 2011, 

sparking rampant speculation that a contaminated plume would reach the waters of North America’s West Coast.

Three years later, such speculation is alive and well on the Internet. Consider this video shot at a beach in 

Northern California and posted last month to YouTube:

The videographer’s Geiger counter shows elevated levels of radioactivity.

“This is one of the problems,” says Kim Martini, a physical oceanographer at the University of Washington who 

has been following the issue closely. A Geiger counter can tell you if there’s radiation present, she said, “but it 

can’t differentiate between different kinds of radiation.”

California state officials went back and tested the beach and found the radiation to be naturally occurring in the 

rock formations there.

http://deepseanews.com/2013/11/true-facts-about-ocean-radiation-and-the-fukushima-disaster/


Martini and other scientists have received hate mail for trying to dispel some of the online fears about radioactive 

pollution resulting from the meltdown of Japan’s Fukushima Daichi Nuclear Power Station. It was triggered by the 

Tohoku earthquake and tsunami, which struck Japan in March, 2011.

“There’s definitely people that you’re never going to convince… I don’t know what to tell you. The science says it’s 

OK,” Martini said.

Scientists in California and Oregon have collected samples of tuna, a fish known to migrate back and forth across 

the Pacific, and analyzed them for radioactive isotopes, Cesium-134 in particular, from Fukushima.

Delvan Neville, a PhD candidate in Radiation Health Physics at Oregon State University, has tested dozens of 

samples of albacore tuna for radioactivity. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s intervention levels for cesium 

134 and cesium 137 is 1200 becquerels per kilogram. The highest levels he’s seen in his albacore, of both 

cesium 134 and cesium 137 combined, is 1 becquerel per kilogram - a level so low that his device couldn’t pick it 

up until he concentrated the samples.

“That’s more than 1,000 times lower than the point where the FDA would even think about whether they need to 

let people eat that food still,” he said.

Neville joked that he was eating the tuna he caught right alongside the samples he collected for science, “which 

was actually kind of fun because then I was telling people as we were eating at the table what their approximate 

dose was due to Fukushima from the food they were eating and it’s this ridiculously small number.”

There is radioactive material from Fukushima making its way across the Pacific Ocean and it has already reached 

the West Coast in small amounts. The largest concentration of radioactive water released during the nuclear 

meltdown is moving in a plume across the middle of the Pacific, but models project that the majority of the 

radioactive water will sink or be pushed west again before it hits the U.S. Scientists are still debating how high 

those radioactivity levels could be. Here’s an interesting video on ocean currents and Fukushima radioactivity:

Our last show made enenews again. nice writeup too. 

http://enenews.com/nuclear-engineer-radioactive-plumes-always-coming-fukushima-unit-3-water-getting-hot-
spots-fission-could-be-place-reactor-audio

https://www.pices.int/publications/presentations/PICES-2013/2013-MEQ/MEQ-1700-Smith.pdf
http://oregonstate.edu/ua/ncs/archives/2012/oct/pacific-albacore-carry-barely-detectable-fingerprints-fukushima-disaster
http://news.stanford.edu/news/2012/may/tuna-radioactive-materials-053012.html
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Dr. Bill 
To date 132 out of 1533 Fuel Assemblies placed in casks and moved. The breakdown as of 12/24/13 is:
http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/nu/fukushima-np/removal4u/index-e.html

 ◯Breakdown of transffered assemblies by kind

Spent fuel110 assemblies/1,331 assemblies

Unirradiated (New) fuel22 assemblies/ 202 assemblies

 ◯Number of times of cask transportation:

6 times

as of Dec.24,2013

Completion status of transfer will be updated every Monday.

(If the holiday falls on a Monday, it will be updated on the next working day)

There will be about 12 more heavy Cask Lifts over the course of the fuel movement. Heavy Loads in the Spent 
Fuel Pool always adds risk, especially in an unstable building subject to earthquakes. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

12FUKUSHIMA DAIICHI UNIT 3 IS NOT GOING TO EXPLODE

http://fairewinds.org/demystifying/fukushima-daiichi-unit-3-going-explode

Posted On: Jan 1, 2014

Steam heat? What is happening at Fukushima Daiichi?



Beginning on Monday December 30, 2013, the Internet has been flooded with conjecture claiming that Fukushima 

Daiichi Unit 3 is ready to explode. Fairewinds Energy Education has been inundated with questions about the 

very visible steam emanating from Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3. Our research, and discussions with other scientists, 

confirms that what we are seeing is a phenomenon that has been occurring at the Daiichi site since the March 

2011 accident.

It is winter and it is cold through out much of the northern hemisphere. Hot water vapor has been released daily 

by each of the four Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plants since the accident. We believe that is one of the 

reasons TEPCO placed covers over Daiichi 4 and 1. Sometimes the steam [hot water vapor] is visible and 

sometimes it is not. If you have been outside on a cold winter day, you have personally experienced that 

phenomenon when you see the breath you exhale form a cloud in the cold air. The technical explanation is that 

hot water vapor becomes visible when it comes in contact with cold air and condenses. During the winter months 

in the Fukushima Prefecture, the sea air is cold and moist, thus forming the ideal conditions to see the released 

steam.

Why is there still steam coming from the plants especially since TEPCO says that they are in cold 

shutdown? As we at Fairewinds have discussed in our many videos, podcasts, and reports, radioactive rubble 

(fission products) was left in each unit following the triple meltdowns. While the plants are shutdown in nuke 

speak, there is no method of achieving cold shut down in any nuclear reactor. While the reactor can stop 

generating the actual nuclear chain reaction, the atoms left over from the original nuclear chain reaction continue 

to give off heat that is called the decay of the radioactive rubble (fission products). The heat from this ongoing 

decay of radioactive rubble is constantly releasing moisture (steam) and radioactive products into the 

environment. The radioactive decay is gradually slowing down, as fission products decay away. The cold moist 

winter air at this time of year is making steam from the ongoing decay easily visible. 

How much radiation is escaping? When Unit 3 was operating, it was producing more than 2,000 megawatts of 

heat from the nuclear fission process (chain reaction in the reactor). Immediately after the earthquake and 

tsunami, it shut down and the chain reaction stopped, but Unit 3 was still producing about 160 megawatts of 

decay heat. Now, 30 months later, it is still producing slightly less than 1 megawatt (one million watts) of 

decay heat.

What does that figure mean; is it an inconsequential amount? 1 megawatt of decay heat is a lot of heat even 



today, and it is creating radioactive steam, but it is not a new phenomenon. These hot radioactive 

releases [not physically hot, but radioactive hot – meaning they contain radioactive fission products] 

have occurring for the entire 33 months following the triple meltdown. The difference now is that the only 

time we visibly notice these ongoing releases is on the cold days with atmospheric conditions cold enough to 

condense hot vapor into steam.

Fairewinds Energy Education would like to thank our viewers and listeners for following our work and supporting 

our work and sending it important questions like this one. We will continue to keep you informed.
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http://enenews.com/nuclear-engineer-fuel-assembly-damaged-unit-4-bent-shape-banana-unknown-pellets-

poured-pool-tepco-stopped-english-translations-audio
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Found a good article on the salient points concerning the IAEA's stance on your protection:

13WHY YOU SHOULDN’T CARE IF THE IAEA PRAISES FUKUSHIMA DECOMMISSIONING 

EFFORTS

Published on December 9, 2013 by lasse

http://bellona.org/news/nuclear-issues/accidents-and-incidents/2013-12-shouldnt-care-iaea-praises-fukushima-

decommissioning-efforts



excerpt:

The IAEA is not here for your safety

IAEA Director General and Japanese national Yukiya Amano – in the direct aftermath of

Fukushima, occasioned by March 11, 2011’s 11-meter tsunami and 9.0 magnitude earthquake 

that perception to rest.

“Since the accident, I have tried to address some widespread misconceptions in the media about the IAEA’s role 

in nuclear safety,” he told his anxious countrymen 10 days after the catastrophe.

“I explained that we are not a ‘nuclear safety watchdog’ and that responsibility for nuclear safety lies with our 

Member States,” Amano said. And aside from sending a few expert contingents to review progress on cleaning up 

the world’s most impossible mess, Amano has stuck to his guns.

That’s a tough line for Amano to toe when over 200,00 people from his native country are on the run from 

radioactive fallout in Fukushima, and another 15,000 lie dead as a result of the tsunami and earthquake.

But given the statutes of the IAEA, it’s also a fair enough dose of tough love to dole out.

The statutes, adopted in New York on October 26, 1956, clearly define the mandate of the IAEA as the world’s 

official cheerleader for nuclear power.

According to the statutes: “The Agency shall seek to accelerate and enlarge the contribution of atomic energy to 

peace, health and prosperity throughout the world.”

So, what credibility does the IAEA have to say anything about “progress” in the decommissioning process at 

Fukushima?

By taking such liberties and issuing authoritative pronouncements implying that any facet of this ongoing disaster 

http://www.iaea.org/About/statute_text.html
http://www.bellona.org/subjects/nuclear-metldown-in-japan


is progressing in the least, the IAEA is relying on the very public perceptions of its activities that Amano has 

worked so hard to reverse.
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Dr. Bill We should discuss a type of Spent Fuel movement accident others are not talking about. That is, accidental dropping of the 91 ton cask 

due to rigging failure and the consequences on the Spent Fuel Pool. We would be the only ones discussing that I know of.

14TEPCO WORRIED ABOUT VENT TOWER STABILITY, 25 SEIVERT RADIATION FOUND AT BASE  

December 7th, 2013 | Add a Comment

TEPCO had been inspecting the unit 1/2 vent tower at a distance after damage to the upper structural system was found a few months ago. This 

had involved using telephoto camera lenses to view portions of the tower. This tower has been roped off since August 2011 when extremely high 

radiation was found near the tower.

Now TEPCO has sent workers to take radiation readings around the base of the tower again. They found 25 seiverts

Standby Gas Treatment System pipe (SGTS) where the pipe bends and connects to the larger pipe of the vent stack.

*******************************************************************************************************************

15ANOTHER LOAD OF SPENT FUEL MOVED AT FUKUSHIMA DAIICHI  

 http://www.fukuleaks.org/web/?p=11923

December 10th, 2013 | Add a Comment

 TEPCO has moved another load of spent fuel from unit 4     to the common pool.After the initial fuel transfers TEPCO ceased reporting each 

fuel move and now only updates the plant update page.The new load was announced December 9, 2013.

This article would not be possible without the extensive efforts of the SimplyInfo research team

http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/nu/fukushima-np/removal4u/index-e.html
http://www.fukuleaks.org/web/?p=11923
http://www.tepco.co.jp/nu/fukushima-np/handouts/2013/images/handouts_131206_04-j.pdf
http://www.fukuleaks.org/web/?p=11914
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COMMENT: 66 out of 1533 of the easiest non-damaged fuel assemblies in about a month. It is easy to see that this process will take years. 

TEPCO is not forthcoming with this information either. 

Keeping the Core Covered for Over 30 Years!

Dr. Bill, there is absolutely a paucity of information concerning Unit 4 fuel 

movement, but this was today's report from TEPCO in Japanese only 

(attached). 

Also see:

http://www.fukuleaks.org/web/?p=11357 

for a discussion on a Dropped Cask event and some failed fuel
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Here is an interesting News Release

16FUKUSHIMA DAIICHI NPS PROMPT REPORT 2013

16.1FUKUSHIMA DAIICHI NPS PROMPT REPORT (DEC 05,2013)IMMEDIATE 

RELEASE:GRADUAL RISE IN RADIATION READINGS AT WELL MAY 

BE LINKED TO IMPROVEMENTS IN GROUNDWATER CONTROL

http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/press/corp-com/release/2013/1232723_5130.html

TOKYO Dec. 5, 2013. -An gradual rise in radiation readings at a test well on the site of 

Fukushima Daiichi NPS appears to be the result of successful efforts to pump 

groundwater and divert it from flowing into the ocean, according to the Tokyo Electric Power Co 

(TEPCO).

http://chat.simplyinfo.org/


Readings at the well site had generally been within the range of 40,000 to 80,000 bequerels per 

liter of gross beta (total amount of beta nuclides), but had begun rising in the end of October this 

year. Various efforts to control the flow of contaminated water toward the ocean had been begun 

on July 8, including the pumping of groundwater from the area in which it was being contained.

On November 28th, the reading at well 1-16, located in this area near Units 1 and 2, rose to 1.1 

million bq/l, and on December 2 the reading was 1.3 million bq/l. TEPCO engineers believe this 

rise is associated with the residual highly contaminated water that leaked out from Unit 2 in April 

2011 in the immediate aftermath of the earthquake and tsunami that disabled the plant.

Significantly, no change has been observed in seawater radiation density readings, which 

TEPCO measures and announces every day.  TEPCO engineers and international experts 

confirm that there is no increased risk to human health or the environment.  However, engineers 

are continuously taking samples at that and other wells to closely monitor radiation levels and 

will promptly report the results.  They are continuing to analyze the results to more precisely 

determine the cause of the increase.

Lake H. Barrett, a former U.S. Department of Energy official who is acting as an advisor to 

TEPCO, said: “While the rise in radiation readings is an obvious concern that needs to be 

carefully monitored, in some respects it is an indication of the success of TEPCO’s concerted 

efforts to isolate contaminated water and prevent its flow into the sea. The situation warrants 

continuous monitoring and careful analysis, but there appears no increased level of risk to 

workers, the public, or the environment.”

For more details on the results of seawater testing, go 

to http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/nu/fukushima-np/f1/smp/index-e.html

TEPCO, Inc. is a provider of electricity to the Kanto region, which includes Tokyo and 

Yokohama. The company is headquartered in Tokyo. The Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power 

Station was struck by a tsunami after an earthquake that occurred in March 2011. For more 

information, please go to http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/index-e.html.

**********************************************************************************************************

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-12-02/japan-s-secrets-bill-turns-journalists-into-

terrorists.html

http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/index-e.html
http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/nu/fukushima-np/f1/smp/index-e.html


17JAPAN’S SECRETS BILL TURNS JOURNALISTS INTO TERRORISTS

By William Pesek Dec 2, 2013 5:00 PM ET

Shinzo Abe owes Xi Jinping a debt of gratitude.

The buzz in Japanese cyberspace is that Chinese President Xi is wagging the dog by declaring 

a controversial “air-defense identification zone” across the East China Sea. The move has 

drastically ramped up tensions with Japan and the U.S., both of which have blatantly 

disregarded Beijing’s unilateral edict. According to one prevailing theory, Xi is whipping up an 

international storm to change the subject domestically away from income inequality, official 

corruption and China’s blackening skies.

The leader benefiting most from the controversy, though, may be Japan’s Abe. With his own 

populace furious over China’s unilateral decree, the prime minister is seizing the opportunity to 

rush a chilling official-secrets bill into law.

The entire process has echoes of George Orwell. If enacted, the secrecy law would allow 

government ministries to declare just about anything they want classified. It now even appears 

that trying to cajole information from someone privy to a state secret could warrant jail time. In 

other words, if I grab a beer with a bureaucrat and ask the wrong question, could I end up in 

handcuffs? Ambiguity reigns.

17.1 ‘TERRORIST’ ACT

Last week, the No. 2 official in Abe’s governing Liberal Democratic Party, Shigeru Ishiba, issued 

a dark warning to anyone like me who might dare to question the bill. In a Nov. 29 blog post, the 

LDP secretary-general likened any such challenge to “an act of terrorism.” He’s since stood by 

his ominous statement.

No one would be surprised to see Syria or Cuba adopting a vaguely written law that could easily 

result in long jail terms for reporters and whistle-blowers. But a Group of Seven democracy? 

“How can the government respond to growing demands for transparency from a public outraged 

by the consequences of the Fukushima nuclear accident if it enacts a law that gives it a free 

hand to classify any information considered too sensitive as a ‘state secret’?” Reporters Without 

Bordersasked in a Nov. 27 statement. Essentially, the group argued, Japan “is making 

investigative journalism illegal, and is trampling on the fundamental principles of the 

confidentiality of journalists’ sources and public interest.”

http://en.rsf.org/japan-prime-minister-shinzo-abe-urged-to-27-11-2013%2C45515.html
http://en.rsf.org/japan-prime-minister-shinzo-abe-urged-to-27-11-2013%2C45515.html
http://search.bloomberg.com/search?q=Shigeru%20Ishiba&site=wnews&client=wnews&proxystylesheet=wnews&output=xml_no_dtd&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&filter=p&getfields=wnnis&sort=date:D:S:d1&partialfields=-wnnis:NOAVSYND&lr=-lang_ja
http://search.bloomberg.com/search?q=Xi%20Jinping&site=wnews&client=wnews&proxystylesheet=wnews&output=xml_no_dtd&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&filter=p&getfields=wnnis&sort=date:D:S:d1&partialfields=-wnnis:NOAVSYND&lr=-lang_ja
http://search.bloomberg.com/search?q=Shinzo%20Abe&site=wnews&client=wnews&proxystylesheet=wnews&output=xml_no_dtd&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&filter=p&getfields=wnnis&sort=date:D:S:d1&partialfields=-wnnis:NOAVSYND&lr=-lang_ja
http://www.bloomberg.com/view/bios/william-pesek/


“Welcome to the land of the setting sun. Let’s see how much darker it will get,” Tokyo-based 

investigative reporter Jake Adelstein wrote in a Nov. 30 Japan Times op-ed. As Adelstein 

pointed out, the secrecy bill bears a resemblance to Japan’s pre-World War II Peace 

Preservation Law, which gave the government wide latitude to arrest and jail individuals who 

were out of step with its policies. Parts of the bill also echo the George W. Bush-Dick 

Cheney power grab that was the Patriot Act.

Japan’s press-freedom ranking is already in free fall. In 2013, its standing dropped 

31 places from 2012 to a new low of 53rd out of 179 countries, according to Reporters Without 

Borders. Japan now trails South Africa and the Comoro Islands off Mozambique. The main 

culprit behind this year’s drop was weak reporting on radiation risks at Fukushima -- a problem 

that’s sure to get even worse as incentives for media self-censorship increase. If you think the 

powerful bureaucrats who really run Japan are too opaque with their fiefdoms and secret 

handshakes now, just wait.

What’s odd, and should greatly worry Japan’s 126 million people, is the urgency behind Abe’s 

push to pass the secrets bill. The prime minister hasn’t implemented a single structural reform in 

almost 12 months in office. Not one. He’s taken no important steps to deregulate, shake up or 

remake an overmanaged economy. But this particular legislation apparently needs to be 

passed, like, yesterday. If only Abe would put one-tenth this much energy into tweaking tax 

policies or empowering Japanese women.

17.2TRAMPLED FREEDOMS

“What’s driving this so soon after an election when it was barely mentioned is a mystery,” says 

legal scholar Colin Jones of Doshisha Law School in Kyoto.

The bill dovetails with the Nov. 27 creation of a U.S.- style national security council in Tokyo. In 

the post-Edward Snowdenworld, the U.S. is more paranoid than ever about sharing sensitive 

information. Proponents say the secrecy law is needed to ensure Japan remains a key link in 

the global intelligence-sharing chain. But Abe’s power grab goes too far.

The Japanese public supports Abe’s bid to defeat deflation and stand up to China, but it’s not 

with him on this issue. A new Asahi newspaper poll shows his public support has dropped below 

50 percent thanks to the secrecy bill. Abe hopes to get this law passed by Dec. 6, and he 

appears to have the votes in the Diet to do so. It’s up to the terrorists -- sorry, concerned 

members of the public to speak out if they want to stop him.

http://search.bloomberg.com/search?q=Edward%20Snowden&site=wnews&client=wnews&proxystylesheet=wnews&output=xml_no_dtd&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&filter=p&getfields=wnnis&sort=date:D:S:d1&partialfields=-wnnis:NOAVSYND&lr=-lang_ja
http://en.rsf.org/press-freedom-index-2013%2C1054.html
http://search.bloomberg.com/search?q=Dick%20Cheney&site=wnews&client=wnews&proxystylesheet=wnews&output=xml_no_dtd&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&filter=p&getfields=wnnis&sort=date:D:S:d1&partialfields=-wnnis:NOAVSYND&lr=-lang_ja
http://search.bloomberg.com/search?q=Dick%20Cheney&site=wnews&client=wnews&proxystylesheet=wnews&output=xml_no_dtd&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&filter=p&getfields=wnnis&sort=date:D:S:d1&partialfields=-wnnis:NOAVSYND&lr=-lang_ja
http://search.bloomberg.com/search?q=George%20W.%20Bush&site=wnews&client=wnews&proxystylesheet=wnews&output=xml_no_dtd&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&filter=p&getfields=wnnis&sort=date:D:S:d1&partialfields=-wnnis:NOAVSYND&lr=-lang_ja


17.3TOP OFFICIAL: PROTESTING SECRECY LAW IS ACT OF TERRORISM — JAPAN GOV’T 

PROMOTES IDEA THAT YOU’RE RACIST IF AVOIDING FUKUSHIMA PRODUCE — 

BLOOMBERG: “THE ENTIRE PROCESS HAS ECHOES OF GEORGE ORWELL” — 

NUCLEAR ACTIVISTS TO BE CONSTANTLY SPIED ON?

*************************************************************************************************************

*************

18PUBLIC PROTESTS CONTINUE AGAINST STATE SECRETS BILL

18.1.1.1.1by Tomohiro Osaki

Dec 3, 2013

http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2013/12/03/national/public-protests-continue-against-state-

secrets-bill/#.UqDxkPhCLVt

With the contentious state secrets bill slated to clear the Upper House this week, citizens 

have been holding daily protests in front of the Diet building, denouncing the law as 

emblematic of the “rise of fascism.”

About 40 people took part in a boisterous protest Tuesday afternoon criticizing the government 

of Prime Minister Shinzo Abe and its attempt to railroad the bill through the Diet.

Some held up signs that described the bill as “Japan’s embarrassment,” while others called for 

the resignation of Liberal Democratic Party Secretary-General Shigeru Ishiba, who likened their 

protest activities to an “act of terrorism” on his blog Sunday.

Kumiko Inoue, 65, a regular participant in the protests, said she is worried that the bill’s vague 

phraseology will essentially allow the government to choose at will what it wants to deem state 

secrets.

The bill subjects leakers of what it classifies as state secrets in areas such as defense, 

diplomacy, counterintelligence and counterterrorism, to prison terms of up to 10 years.

http://www.japantimes.co.jp/author/int-tomohiro_osaki/


Inoue expressed concern that the bill, if abused, might effectively deem activities, 

including protests, as “terrorism.”

“The bill perhaps wouldn’t affect your life if you’re just going to spend your days watching TV or 

something,” she said. “But suppose you’ve suddenly become a vaccine victim and want to 

protest the way the government handles your claim. Chances are it will say your protest activity 

is equal to terrorism and quash it.”

Teens hurt or disabled by cervical cancer vaccines have waged a campaign to halt the state-

subsidized immunization program.

Inoue also voiced concern that young people are apparently unfazed by the government’s 

forceful passage of the bill, or worse, even supportive of it.

She noted a recent online survey by the popular Nico Nico Douga video-sharing site that 

showed the largest percentage of its users, mostly young, back the bill’s passage at 36.6 

percent.

“So basically they’re turning into a strong constituent of the Abe government,” Inoue said, 

speculating Abe’s well-known hawkishness resonates with them. “I want them to realize the bill 

will endanger their futures.”

University student Wakako Fukuda, 19, echoed this view, saying few of her friends even know 

what’s happening with the bill. “The bill might create a society where we’ll have to live without 

being allowed to know what we want to know. How could we live in such a society?”

Atsuko Ikegami, 45, also decried what she viewed as the state tightening its grip on citizen 

access to critical information, including about nuclear crises.

Ikegami said she was pleased to see the large number of loud protests led by nuclear foes that 

took place nationwide after the Fukushima No. 1 nuclear catastrophe started in 2011. But the 

bill, if passed, could quash the nascent rise in social activism.

“When those (anti-nuclear) rallies happened, I thought, ‘Well, the Japanese people finally 

learned to stand up and make their voice heard,’ ” Ikegami said. “But the bill could subject these 

activists to constant spying by the state. I’m afraid that could make people slip back into 

complacency.”



 

Keeping the Core Covered for Over 30 Years!

http://enenews.com/nuclear-engineer-every-expert-i-talked-to-this-week-is-very-concerned-about-a-criticality-event-in-unit-4-theres-good-
potential-for-a-criticality-audio

http://enenews.com/nuclear-engineer-new-cover-unit-4-trap-explosive-hydrogen-gas-during-criticality-fuel-pool-blast-be-close-nuclear-explosion-
practical-standpoint-audio

http://enenews.com/nuclear-engineer-new-footage-shows-reactor-1-has-ruptured-containment-structure-most-likely-from-the-explosion-water-to-

cool-whats-left-of-the-core-is-pouring-out-video

Chris Harris, former licensed Senior Reactor Operator and engineer, Nutrimedical Report, Nov. 14, 2013 (at 29:00 in

water pouring out of several locations in Reactor 1′s containment structure and basically this shows that it was ruptured, most likely during the 

explosion that happened [...] As we discussed before, all the water that gets pumped in to cool what’s left of the core [...] it goes in and it’s falling 

back out again and goes right into the secondary side, which is basicallly the reactor building [...] Because the water level’s not going up into that 

part of the building, it’s flowing out into the environment. That’s not really good news.

 

Pretty slick, but it won't go as smoothly as depicted

http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/news/library/movie-01e.html?bcpid=59368209002&bclid=347242463002&bctid=642054611002
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Robot locates leaks on Fukushima reactor

http://www3.nhk.or.jp/nhkworld/english/news/20131113_40.html

http://enformable.com/news-coverage-team/
http://enenews.com/nuclear-engineer-new-cover-unit-4-trap-explosive-hydrogen-gas-during-criticality-fuel-pool-blast-be-close-nuclear-explosion-practical-standpoint-audio
http://enenews.com/nuclear-engineer-new-cover-unit-4-trap-explosive-hydrogen-gas-during-criticality-fuel-pool-blast-be-close-nuclear-explosion-practical-standpoint-audio


A robot at the damaged Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant has for the first time identified exactly where highly radioactive water is leaking from a 

reactor.

Plant operator Tokyo Electric Power Company, or TEPCO, on Wednesday succeeded in sending a remote-controlled robot close to the lower 

part of the No.1 reactor's containment vessel.

The lower section is filled with contaminated water injected to cool molten nuclear fuel. Extremely high radiation levels have hampered efforts to 

probe that section.

A camera on the robot captured 2 leaks around the containment vessel in the building housing the reactor.

TEPCO engineers say they're not sure how much water is leaking. But they say one of the leaks looks as if tap water is gushing out.

Radiation levels in the area were extremely high at 0.9 to 1.8 sieverts an hour.

Engineers suspect that damage to containment vessels at the No. 2 and 3 reactors is also causing similar leaks of highly radioactive water.

They say Wednesday's finding is important not only in solving water contamination problems but also in carrying out decommissioning. TEPCO 

will continue to use robots to look for other leaks.

Nov. 13, 2013 - Updated 16:09 UTC

COMMENT:

There is a Video embedded within this article. Shows steady stream of highly contaminated water from Unit 1 Containment to the 

environment. Looks to me like 20 gallons a minute of extremely contaminated water. And that is just one location.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

19TEPCO REPORTS WATER LEAK FROM PIPE IN FUKUSHIMA REACTOR BLDG.

http://jen.jiji.com/jc/i?g=eco&k=2013111301037

  

 Fukushima, Nov. 11 (Jiji Press)--Tokyo Electric Power Co. <9501> said Wednesday it has confirmed a water leak from a pipe inside the No. 1 

reactor building at the crippled Fukushima No. 1 nuclear power station. 

   The pipe, which runs from the surface of the container of the No. 1 reactor down into the ground, is broken and water is leaking, the power 

company said.



   "Part of the containment vessel is damaged, and water leaking from there is likely to be flowing down into the ground via the pipe," a TEPCO 

official said.

   The northeastern Japan power station experienced core meltdowns at the No. 1 to No. 3 reactors in March 2011. Water used to cool molten 

fuel debris is believed to be leaking from the three reactor containers, with highly radioactive water accumulated in the basements.

   The newly found incident is the first apparent identification of a containment vessel-basement flow of ever increasing radioactive water at the 

disaster-stricken plant.

(2013/11/14-00:24)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

20FUKUSHIMA: NOW FOR THE TOUGH PART

http://in.reuters.com/article/2013/11/12/us-japan-fukushima-removal-idINBRE9AB15L20131112

By Aaron Sheldrick

TOKYO Wed Nov 13, 2013 2:40am IST

1 of 3. Crane units are installed over the spent fuel pool inside the No.4 reactor building at the tsunami-crippled Tokyo Electric Power Co's 

(TEPCO) Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant in Fukushima prefecture in this November 6, 2013 file photo released by Kyodo.

Credit: Reuters/Kyodo/Files

20.1.1 Stocks
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(Reuters) - The operator of Japan's crippled Fukushima nuclear plant will as early as this week begin removing 400 tonnes of highly irradiated 

spent fuel in a hugely delicate and unprecedented operation fraught with risk.

Carefully plucking more than 1,500 brittle and potentially damaged fuel assemblies from the plant's unstable Reactor No. 4 is expected to take 

about a year, and will be seen as a test of Tokyo Electric Power Co's ability to move ahead with decommissioning the whole facility - a task likely 

to take decades and cost tens of billions of dollars.

If the rods - there are 50-70 in each of the assemblies, which weigh around 300 kg (660 pounds) and are 4.5 meters (15 feet) long - are exposed 

to air or if they break, huge amounts of radioactive gases could be released into the atmosphere.

The hazardous removal operation has been likened by Arnie Gundersen, a veteran U.S. nuclear engineer and director of Fairewinds 

Energy Education, to trying to pull cigarettes from a crushed pack.

When the time comes, extracting spent fuel from the plant's other reactors, where radiation levels are much higher because of core meltdowns, 

will be even more challenging. Reactors No. 1 and No. 3 sustained heavier damage than No. 4 as a result of the March 2011 earthquake and 

tsunami that knocked out power and cooling at the Fukushima station, triggering three meltdowns that sent a plume of radiation into the air and 

nearby Pacific Ocean.

The urgency to clear Reactor No. 4 of the fuel assemblies is because of the risk in having spent fuel stored at such a height - some 18 

meters above ground level - in a building that has buckled and tilted and could collapse if another quake strikes.

Also, if the pool housing the fuel assemblies is punctured and the water drains away, there could be a fire that releases more radiation 

than during the 2011 disaster, threatening Tokyo, some 200 kms (125 miles) to the south.

"Full release from the Unit-4 spent fuel pool, without any containment or control, could cause by far the most serious radiological 

disaster to date," independent consultants Mycle Schneider and Antony Froggatt wrote in a recent World Nuclear Industry Status 

Report.



CHALLENGING TEST

Tokyo Electric, or Tepco, has shored up Reactor No. 4 and erected a giant steel frame over the top of the building which lost its roof in 

the 2011 explosion. It says the building can withstand shaking similar to the 2011 quake.

The utility has removed the larger debris left from that explosion from the pool that has been cooling the fuel assemblies for the past two and a 

half years. As the water used to cool the rods has had to be pumped in from the ocean, there is a risk that some may have corroded from the 

seawater.

Tepco has already removed two unused fuel assemblies from the pool in a test operation at Reactor No. 4 last year, but these rods are less 

dangerous than the spent bundles. Extracting spent fuel is a normal part of a nuclear plant's operations, but there is little normal about 

Fukushima today.

Widely criticized for a series of missteps in its handling of the post-disaster clean-up, Tepco says it recognizes the operation will be difficult, but 

believes it can carry it out safely. The utility has struggled to stop radioactive water overflowing from another part of the Fukushima facility, and 

experts have questioned whether it should still be in charge of the clean-up and decommissioning.

Tepco says the assembly removal process will begin around mid-November, withholding the actual date for what it says are security reasons.

"I agree with doing Unit 4 first as it may give them some experience as to how to approach the more difficult jobs at Units 1-3," said Dale 

Bridenbaugh, a former General Electric engineer and manager, who has previously worked at Japanese nuclear plants including Fukushima 

Daiichi's Reactor No. 1. "It will also provide a pathway for use in deciding how to move the remaining fuel and debris from Units 1-3."

TRUSTING TEPCO

The steel frame that now perches above the damaged reactor holds the cranes that will pluck the 1,331 used radiated fuel assemblies, which are 

packed tightly together, and another 202 unused assemblies also stored in Reactor No. 4's cooling pool. The cranes and equipment normally 

used to extract used fuel from the reactor's core were destroyed in the disaster.

The fuel assemblies are held in a 10 x 12 meter concrete pool, the base of which is on the fourth storey of the complex. The assemblies - which 

contain plutonium, one of the most toxic substances known - are under 7 meters of water.

"They must be handled one by one, very carefully," Shunichi Tanaka, the chairman of Japan's Nuclear Regulation Authority, said after approving 

the operation recently.

The assemblies must first be pulled from their storage racks and individually placed in a heavy steel chamber - kept all the while under water to 

prevent overheating. The chamber, which weighs around 90 tonnes when filled and shields the radiation pulsating from the rods, is then removed 



from the pool, lowered to ground level and transported by trailer to a common storage pool in an undamaged building about 100 meters away.

Teams of six will operate in 2-hour shifts, with as many as three rotations each day, manually guiding and operating the cranes that will transfer 

the rods, Tepco said.

Spokesman Yoshikazu Nagai said Tepco will carry out a test operation for moving the heavy chamber later on Wednesday.

"A lot of debris fell into the fuel pool as a result of the March 2011 hydrogen explosion. The large pieces of debris have been removed," 

Takashi Hara, a Tepco employee in charge of the fuel removal, told reporters during a recent plant tour. "If, for some reason, the water levels 

drop, the fuel would quickly heat up," he added.

The operation to remove all the fuel would normally take about 100 days, and Tepco initially planned to take two

timeframe in recognition of the urgency.

"We are all worried ... Every day we read news about the plant, and we are aware of their plans to remove the spent fuel rods," said Ichiro 

Kazawa, 61, a former real estate manager from the nearby town of Hirono. He lost his home to the tsunami and now lives in temporary housing.

"Everybody's concerned and just hoping there will be no major accidents. No one here trusts Tokyo Electric."

COMMENT:

This article touches on various concerns we raised in depth during your previous programs. 
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They are ready to move Fuel from Unit 4 SFP

http://www.world-nuclear-news.org/RS_Systems_ready_for_Fukushima_fuel_removal_1311131.html#!

21ALL SYSTEMS READY FOR FUKUSHIMA FUEL REMOVAL

13 November 2013

Engineers at Fukushima Daiichi have done final checks before they begin removing fuel from unit 4's storage pond, the highest priority safety-

related task in the site's decommissioning.



Technicians within the new building cover. The empty reactor vessel is beneath the circular section, the rectangular part is the used fuel pool 

(Image: Tepco)

 

A fuel transport container will be placed in the pool using the main crane. Workers will then use the smaller refuelling crane to move fuel 

assemblies one by one from their vertical storage racks to the container. When this is full it will be sealed, lifted from the water by the main crane, 

placed on the service floor for decontamination and then taken through a special route to a vehicle that will move it across the site to be 

unloaded at the site's shared storage facility. This process will be repeated until the pool is empty.

With a total of 1533 fuel assemblies in the pool (1331 used, 202 unused) this is expected to take until the end of 2014. Tepco will move the fuel 

during the day and clean dust and debris from the pool water during the night. Two containers will be used in relay.

One of the fuel containers pictured during training tests (Inage: 

Tepco)

 

The Nuclear Regulatory Authority granted its approval for the security and radiological protection aspects of the work yesterday, and Tepco 

engineers conducted final functional checks of the cranes using non-radioactive dummy fuel today. One more round of feedback from local 

people is required before the operations begin, perhaps as soon as next week.

Inspecting the controls of newly-installed cranes (Image: 

Tepco)

 

Unit 4 was off line for maintenance at the time of the 2011 accident with its full core load of fuel, as well as used fuel from previous operation, 

stored in a fuel pool at the top of the reactor building. Although this meant there was no possibility of a reactor accident at unit 4, there was a risk 

of the pool overheating. The stability of the pool was then reduced by major structural damage to the building caused by the ignition of hydrogen 

that leaked through ventilation systems shared with unit 3.

The building has since been reinforced, and thousands of tonnes of debris and rubble have been removed from its roof. The new cover has been 

constructed with all the fuel handling equipment of a normal nuclear power plant and inspections of the pool have shown the fuel to be 

undamaged and not suffering from corrosion.

Researched and written
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Proposal to establish Fukushima Daiichi as a global nuclear cleanup site

Play video

Presentation by Dr. Akira Tokuhiro proposing establishing the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster as a 

global nuclear cleanup site now, before it is too late. Produced and Recorded at University of…

00:14:01

Added on 10/31/13

344 views

Make it viral please. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Br6PGm_LHJk

thank you
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https://snt148.mail.live.com/mail/


I lose count, is that 3 times in a row?

http://enenews.com/nuclear-engineer-question-all-sudden-urgency-fukushima-plant-theyre-feeling-pressure-like-one-move-away-checkmate-
audio
Congratulations

http://www.independent.com/news/2013/oct/31/radioactive-fallout-fukushima/

22RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT FROM FUKUSHIMA
The World as We Know It Has Changed

22.1.1.1.1Thursday, October 31, 2013

BY  STEPHEN HOSEA

I believe that humanity is standing on the brink of a possible worldwide nuclear holocaust. The world as we know it has already changed as the 

result of radioactive material that has been released into the air and the ocean.

I am not an alarmist, but I am alarmed.

I know that large quantities of radioactive material are in a precariously unstable situation in the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear facility. An inability 

to effectively keep this material cool could easily result in another nuclear event. Another natural disaster like the recent typhoon or earthquake 

that occurred October 25, 2013, will further minimize the likelihood of a meaningful response.

I know radioactivity has been and continues to be released into the air and ocean. The effects on our health are incomprehensible because the 

magnitude of radioactivity released and the extent of spread and contamination are virtually unknown.

I know that I don’t know all of the details, risks, and levels of radioactivity. I do know I have been exposed. I consumed Pacific Bluefin tuna 

(PBFT) caught off the coast of San Diego four weeks ago. A Stanford study has shown that all PBFT caught off the West Coast of California had 10 

times the usual amount of radioactive cesium present prior to the Fukushima event in March 2011.

I believe that our health is the great equalizer. In my clinical career, I have had the good fortune to care for the homeless and the disenfranchised 

and the rich and the famous. When one is lying in a hospital bed with those special gowns that are wide open in the back, everyone is pretty much 

the same. The air we breathe, the water we drink, the food we eat are gifts of life for all of us no matter what our creed or our

I know that these precious gifts have been contaminated. The silence from the media and the powers that be has been

The Chinese symbol for crisis is composed of two letters — one is danger and the other is opportunity. We have an opportunity to help the 

http://www.independent.com/news/2013/oct/31/radioactive-fallout-fukushima/


Japanese with the crisis in Fukushima. I want the best and the brightest that money can’t buy to be making those decisions. This is not a request 

— this is an inalienable right for the sake of our children and our children’s children and all of humanity.

We have an opportunity to protect ourselves from future nuclear events at home and around the world. They only are called accidents if we do 

not take measures to prevent them. The time to act is now.

“The Perils of Fukushima: What You Don’t Know Really Could Kill You” lecture takes place Friday, November 1, 12:15 p.m., Santa Barbara 

Cottage Hospital Burtness Auditorium.
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Fukushima decommissioning slip up could trigger monumental chain reaction, expert warns ABC News 5

Play video

Full report: http://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-10-31/fukushima-nuclear-meltdown-tepco-tokyo/5059514 By 

North Asia correspondent Mark Willacy

00:02:15

Added on 10/31/13

2,063 views

Everyone is jumping on the Bandwagon now (after we talked about it). mmmm

https://snt148.mail.live.com/mail/


http://beforeitsnews.com/japan-earthquake/2013/10/fukushima-monumental-chain-reaction-feared-as-removal-of-fuel-rods-approved-for-

november-2444366.html

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mFl9pzV-zOI#t=23

 

Keeping the Core Covered for Over 30 Years!

Let's discuss the intricacies of Fuel Movement on your program and how it can go badly.

It seems that we scooped the MSM again last week when we discussed the delicate nature of moving potentially damaged fuel and the 

consequences of a mishap. This today, from multiple sources:

22.2WARNING FROM JAPAN’S TOP NUCLEAR OFFICIAL: I AM “MUCH MORE WORRIED” ABOUT FUEL IN FUKUSHIMA UNIT 4 — RODS 

MAY BREAK OPEN AND RELEASE HIGHLY RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL — BEWARE RISKS FROM DEBRIS, A DISASTER IF DAMAGED — 

REMOVAL MAY START NOV. 8

October 30, 2013

http://enenews.com/warning-from-japans-top-nuclear-official-i-am-much-more-worried-about-fuel-in-unit-4-rods-may-break-open-and-release-

highly-radioactive-material-beware-risks-from-debris-disaster-if-dama

Associated Press, Oct.  30, 2013: Japanese regulators on Wednesday gave final approval for the removal of fuel rods [to] start in November 

[...] About 200 of the rods that are unused and safer are expected to be the first [...] Nuclear regulatory chairman Shunichi Tanaka, however, 

warned that removing the fuel rods from Unit 4 would be difficult because of the risk posed by debris that fell into the pool during the 

explosions. “It’s a totally different operation than removing normal fuel rods from a spent fuel pool,” Tanaka said at a regular news 

conference. “They need to be handled extremely carefully and closely monitored. You should never rush or force them out, or they may break.” 

He said it would be a disaster if fuel rods are pulled forcibly and are damaged or break open when dropped from the pool, located about 30 

meters (100 feet) above ground, releasing highly radioactive material. “I’m much more worried about this than contaminated water,” Tanaka said. 

[...]

http://hosted.ap.org/dynamic/stories/A/AS_JAPAN_NUCLEAR?SITE=AP&SECTION=HOME&TEMPLATE=DEFAULT
http://beforeitsnews.com/japan-earthquake/2013/10/fukushima-monumental-chain-reaction-feared-as-removal-of-fuel-rods-approved-for-november-2444366.html
http://beforeitsnews.com/japan-earthquake/2013/10/fukushima-monumental-chain-reaction-feared-as-removal-of-fuel-rods-approved-for-november-2444366.html


COMMENT: this is exactly what we discussed on your program last Thursday and even more previously than that. We scooped the AP.

Channel 4 (UK), Oct. 15, 2013: The worst case scenario is if the fuel assemblies are dropped, which could ultimately lead to a partial meltdown 

[...]

VoA News, Oct. 15, 2013: That hydrogen explosion [...] left the inside of the pool littered with debris. [...] TEPCO’s first task is to remove the 

debris. [...]  The fuel rods must be kept submerged and must not touch each other or break. Nuclear experts warn any mishaps could 

cause an explosion many times worse than in March 2011.

NHK WORLD, Oct 30, 2013: [...] The firm hopes to begin the removal at the facility’s Number 4 reactor on November 8th. Tokyo Electric plans 

to check whether the rods are damaged by debris that fell into the pool in March 2011, and to ensure that they do not get caught in the 

debris during the removal process. [...]

22.3WHY ARE THEY ‘SPEEDING UP’ AT UNIT 4? — EXPERT IN 2010: MEGATHRUST QUAKE TO HIT FUKUSHIMA ~NOV. 2013… 

RECURRENCE INTERVAL OF 75 YEARS WITH LAST RUPTURE NOV. 1938 — PLANET’S MOST POWERFUL TYPE OF SEISMIC EVENT 

— WSJ: TOP OFFICIAL CONCERNED QUAKE TO DESTABILIZE FUEL POOL

Oct. 30, 2013

http://enenews.com/theyre-rushing-start-unit-4-expert-2010-megathrust-quake-hit-fukushima-nov-2013-recurrence-interval-75-years-last-rupture-

nov-1938-planets-powerful-type-seismic-event-wsj-top-official-concern

Wall St. Journal, October 30, 2013 (Emphasis Added): Tepco will remove about 1,300 spent fuel rods and 200 new fuel rods [...] the 4 meter-long 

rods will be pulled out of the pool at a time, is considered unprecedented in its scale. Shunichi Tanaka, chairman of the Nuclear Regulation 

Authority, has expressed concerns about the fragile state of the nuclear fuel left in three reactors and the spent fuel pool in the No.4 building. If 

improperly handled or destabilized by another major earthquake at the site, the fuel could discharge large amounts of radiation into the 

environment. [...]

 Kyodo  , Oct. 2013: “Tepco plans to start removing nuclear fuel from the spent-fuel pool at the top of the reactor 4 building at the crippled 

Fukushima No. 1 plant as early as Nov. 8, about a week earlier than scheduled“

 Euronews  , June 2013: “The Japanese government along with the Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) areaiming to speed up

removal of spent fuel rods”

http://www.euronews.com/2013/06/10/japan-aims-to-speed-up-fukushima-clean-up-amid-setbacks/
http://blogs.wsj.com/japanrealtime/2013/10/30/fukushima-watch-watchdog-approves-tepcos-plan-to-retrieve-fuel-rods/
http://www3.nhk.or.jp/nhkworld/english/news/20131030_31.html
http://www.voanews.com/content/amid-criticism-tepco-prepares-for-critical-phase-of-fukushima-clean-up/1769997.html
http://www.channel4.com/news/fukushima-japan-nuclear-biggest-month-2011


 NHK  , Dec. 2012: “Due to concerns over the ability of the destroyed reactor building to withstand earthquake activity as well as emergency 

operations, TEPCO has decided to speed up operations one year ahead of schedule to remove the spent nuclear fuel”

Ravi V. S. Kanda, California Institute of Technology (Emphasis Added), May 28, 2010: Fukuyshima-oki — ruptures of 1938

interface off Fukushima, three large events – Mw7.4 (May, 1938), Mw 7.7 and Mw 7.8 (both in Nov 1938) — occurred in close succession. [...] 

combining the moment release from these three events [...] yields a [...] moment-magnitude, Mw, of 8.1. [...] Since there hasn’t been a Mw>7 

earthquake off Fukushima since 1938, we assume a recurrence interval of ~ 75 yrs for a characteristic earth similar to the value assumed for the 

Tokachi-Oki region [Yamanaka and Kikuchi, 2003]. [...]

Science Magazine, June 17, 2011: The only previously recorded large events offshore Fukushima and Ibaraki occurred as a sequence in 1938, 

which taken together correspond to about an Mw 8.1 event  [...]  the slip budget on the megathrust and the surface velocity data suggest that an 

earthquake similar to the 2011 event is possible offshore Ibaraki and Fukushima [...] area could experience much greater slip than has been 

documented for previous events, similar to what just occurred offshore Miyagi.
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25RADIATION LEVELS SPIKING ACROSS AMERICA?

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 13:27

http://beforeitsnews.com/japan-earthquake/2013/10/radiation-levels-spiking-across-america-2444364.html

25.1.1 Conspiracy theory forums are now examining what appears to be radiation levels 

spiking across much of America with a thread titled Radiation readings skyrocketing 

across America. While another recent thread was called 28 Signs Pacific West Coast 

Fried with Radiation, much of these latest high RADCON 2, 3 & 4 readings

be centered upon middle America and parts of the East Coast as well, including a 

http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://www.netc.com/
http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://lunaticoutpost.com/Topic-28-Signs-Pacific-West-Coast-Fried-with-Radiation?page=1
http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://lunaticoutpost.com/Topic-28-Signs-Pacific-West-Coast-Fried-with-Radiation?page=1
http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message2397510/pg3
http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message2397510/pg3
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/332/6036/1421.full
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Megathrust_earthquake
http://thesis.library.caltech.edu/5915/1/00_RkandaPhDThesis_Full.pdf
http://enformable.com/2012/12/tepco-to-start-remove-spent-fuel-from-fukushima-daiichi-unit-4-one-month-earlier-than-planned/


RADCON 5 Alert from one station in Kentucky. We’ve read that ‘Fukushima Death 

Plumes’ are now hitting Canada, have they arrived in America as well? Several videos 

below examine up-to-date Fukushima information and more below.

RELATED:

See www.NETC.com

Ohio and Kentucky has Alert Level 5!
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http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=/japan-earthquake/2013/10/fukushima-total-media-blackout-death-plumes-hitting-canada-video-2444362.html
http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=/japan-earthquake/2013/10/fukushima-total-media-blackout-death-plumes-hitting-canada-video-2444362.html


26TEPCO UNABLE TO LOCATE SOURCE OF LEAK IN FUKUSHIMA REACTOR

December 12, 2012

http://ajw.asahi.com/article/0311disaster/fukushima/AJ201212120033

THE ASAHI SHIMBUN

The operator of the Fukushima No. 1 nuclear power plant is grappling to locate the source of a leak of highly radioactive water in the crippled No. 2 
reactor, and will continue trying to pinpoint the cause next week.

A remote-controlled robot is now scouring the basement of the reactor building that houses the pressure suppression chamber to pinpoint the cause of 
the leak.

Tokyo Electric Power Co. said it was unable to identify the source of the leak when the robot inspected one of the eight vent pipes that connect the 
chamber with the containment vessel on Dec. 11.

TEPCO suspects the radioactive water is leaking from fractures near the pressure suppression chamber.

It was the first detailed inspection near the chamber.

Nuclear fuel in the No. 2 reactor melted following the earthquake and tsunami disaster last year.

A huge volume of highly radioactive water, used to cool down the fuel, has since been leaking from the reactor, TEPCO said.

http://ajw.asahi.com/article/0311disaster/fukushima/AJ201212120033


COMMENT:

We don't get much information concerning Unit 2 because the explosion(s) there did not cause Apparent Damage to the Reactor Building from 

the outside. This shows that there was extensive damage to the interior of the Torus Downcomers which would contain highly radioactive water 

after a Meltdown.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

26.1MURATA EX JP AMBASSADOR, “COOLANT SYSTEM OF REACTOR4 WAS BROKEN 



12/8~12/11, CONCRETE BASE IS TERRIBLY DETERIORATING.”
Posted by Mochizuki on December 11th, 2012 

http://fukushima-diary.com/2012/12/murata-ex-jp-ambassador-the-coolant-system-of-reactor4-was-broken-1281211-the-concrete-base-is-terribly-

deteriorating/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+FukushimaDiary+%28Fukushima+Diary

%29&utm_content=Google+Reader

According to Mr. Murata, former Japanese ambassador in Switzerland,  the coolant system of SFP of reactor4 was stopped from 12/8 to 12/11, and the 

concrete base is terribly damaged already.

Knowing this trouble, mass media did not report it at all.

On 12/11/2012, Mr. Iwakami Yasumi, Japanese journalist received this email from Mr. Murata.

Dear Mr. Iwakami

I received this message on 12/9/2012..

「The pump of the SFP in reactor4 had been having the spotty trouble, but it went out of order on 12/8/2012 at the end.

Nuclear workers were collected for emergency to replace the pump but it takes more 2~3 days to fix they say. (Extra workers were brought by helicopter even at night.)

According to a nuclear worker collected for emergency, the concrete to reinforce the SFP is terribly deteriorating to be in the “dangerous state”

I called Mr. Naka, the president of Tohoku enterprise co.,LTD to confirm and he admitted it was true, but it would take shorter than 2~3 days. He said, he reported it to 

Ohshima, a member of NRA. Ohshima told him Tepco went to Fukushima to confirm the situation at 5:00 of 12/9/2012, and the situation is under control.

In the afternoon of 12/11/2012, I called both of them to confirm the coolant system was back on.

It’s questionable why it was not reported by mass media, and if they reported it to near residents.

Also, a former executive manager of a major company commented this, which is very insightful.

“My fear has come into the truth. If it was merely the problem of the pump, it wouldn’t be such an issue but if the base to support SFP4 has some damage where we 

can’t see, the situation is much more serious.”

They warn the possibility of M8 earthquake, I would love the government and people to take care of Fukushima plant very well.

Mr. Iwakami called Mr. Murata after receiving this email. Mr. Murata said, “I sent this email to all the chief editors of national newspaper companies, 

NHK and influential people of major mass media but they all ignored it. I was shocked. I called the manager of disaster headquarter of Fukushima 

prefectural government but he didn’t know that. It seems like they didn’t report it to Fukushima local government. ”

COMMENT:

There are dozens of ways to lose Spent Fuel Pool Cooling at Unit 4 (and the others too), so it doesn't surprise me that they are really having 

pump problems. These systems require routine and regular maintenance during normal times, so if no maintenance is being done or can be 

done, expect losses of cooling such as this to become more frequent. 

In fact, here is an excerpt from the December 12, 2012 Status Report for Fukushima UNIT 3 Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System showing that not 

all is going as smoothly as desired:

http://fukushima-diary.com/2012/12/murata-ex-jp-ambassador-the-coolant-system-of-reactor4-was-broken-1281211-the-concrete-base-is-terribly-deteriorating/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed:+FukushimaDiary+(Fukushima+Diary)&utm_content=Google+Reader
http://fukushima-diary.com/2012/12/murata-ex-jp-ambassador-the-coolant-system-of-reactor4-was-broken-1281211-the-concrete-base-is-terribly-deteriorating/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed:+FukushimaDiary+(Fukushima+Diary)&utm_content=Google+Reader
http://fukushima-diary.com/2012/12/murata-ex-jp-ambassador-the-coolant-system-of-reactor4-was-broken-1281211-the-concrete-base-is-terribly-deteriorating/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed:+FukushimaDiary+(Fukushima+Diary)&utm_content=Google+Reader


-At 2:02 PM on December 12, Unit 3 spent fuel pool cooling was suspended in order to install additional valves and 
inspect the check valves in the spent fuel pool alternative cooling system. The cooling will be suspended until 
December 18. The pool water temperature was approx. 11.0  ℃   when the cooling was stopped. The pool water   
temperature increase rate is approx. 0.16  ℃  /h and the amount of temperature increase during cooling suspension is   
estimated to be approx. 24  ℃  . There is no problem with the pool water temperature control considering the sufficient   
margin to the maximum allowed temperature (65  ℃  ).   
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Dr. Bill, 

Attached is an article describing how the industry will plan to cope with large Fukushima type nuclear disasters. It is also the plan that I may be 

on a team to evaluate over the next year. The term FLEX, as described in the article is for utilities to have stockpiles of emergency equipment 

centrally located. If a plant requires emergency equipment, then it could be dispatched. My thoughts are that this plan has draw-backs but some 

strengths. 

I have discussed the need for such a stockpile of emergency equipment from way back, so this can be a positive step. This does not dismiss 

individual plants from having their own equipment on which their own operators are trained at their sites. I hope that the industry does not 

attempt to supercede specific equipment requirements with the stockpiled equipment. 

Nuclear Industry Plans Rescue Wagon for Disasters

http://abcnews.go.com/US/wireStory/nuclear-industry-plans-rescue-wagon-
disasters-17918203#.UMYvqLHA8XE
If disaster strikes a nuclear power plant in the U.S., the utility industry wants the ability to fly in heavy-duty equipment that could avert a 

meltdown.

By By RAY HENRY Associated Press

ATLANTA December 9, 2012 (AP)

 

That capability is part of a larger industry plan being developed to meet new rules that emerged since a 2011 tsunami struck the Fukushima 

Dai-ichi nuclear plant in Japan, flooding its emergency equipment and causing nuclear meltdowns that sent radiation leaking into the 



environment. The tsunami exceeded the worst-case scenario the plant was designed to withstand, and it showed how an extreme, 

widespread disaster can complicate emergency plans.

The effort, called FLEX, is the nuclear industry's method for meeting new U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission rules that will force 65 

plants in the U.S. to get extra emergency equipment on site and store it protectively. As a backup, the industry is developing regional hubs 

in Memphis, Tenn., and Phoenix that could truck or even fly in more equipment to stricken reactors. Industry leaders say the effort will 

add another layer of defense in case a Fukushima-style disaster destroys a nuclear plant's multiple backup systems.

"It became very clear in Japan that utilities became quickly overwhelmed," said Joe Pollock, vice president for nuclear operations at the 

Nuclear Energy Institute, an industry lobbying group that is spearheading the effort.

Nuclear industry watchdogs are concerned that by moving first, the utility industry is attempting to head-off more costly and far-reaching 

requirements that might otherwise be set by the NRC, which oversees commercial nuclear power plants in the U.S. Plants started buying 

the new equipment even before NRC regulators approved the concept. Industry officials say they are not certain yet how the equipment 

would be moved in a crisis.

"That presented essentially facts-on-the-ground for the NRC and essentially gave the industry the upper hand in how this is going to play 

out," said Edwin Lyman, the senior scientist for the Union of Concerned Scientists, who criticized FLEX as a "window-dressing exercise."

U.S. nuclear plants already have backup safety systems and are supposed to withstand the worst possible disasters in their regions, 

including hurricanes, tornadoes, floods and earthquakes. But planners can be wrong.

The Japanese utility TEPCO dismissed scientific evidence and geological history showing that the Fukushima Dai-ichi plant was 

susceptible to being struck by a far bigger tsunami than it said was possible. Dominion Virginia Power's North Anna Power Station was 

struck by a 2011 tremor that caused peak ground movement at about twice the level for which the plant was designed. It did not suffer 

major damage and has resumed operations.

The FLEX program is supposed to help nuclear plants handle the biggest disasters. The equipment is meant to assist in the most critical 

tasks during a crisis: keeping nuclear fuel cool, keeping radioactive barriers intact and making sure old stores of used nuclear fuel don't 

overheat. If a cooling system fails and nuclear fuel gets too hot, the heat and pressure can rupture a reactor or even cause explosions that 

send radiation into the environment.
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Dr. Bill

New tools required to perform work in high radiation and high contamination areas are now being tested for use:



 

27NEW FOUR LEGGED ROBOT DEVELOPED BY TOSHIBA TO SEARCH INSIDE FUKUSHIMA REACTORS

21  Nov  2012  

Read more at http://enformable.com/2012/11/new-four-legged-robot-developed-by-toshiba-to-search-inside-fukushima-reactors/#PfbEUYZ2W85Ogjbb.99

Japanese electronics manufacturer Toshiba has developed a 4-legged remote-controlled robot which stands 1 meter tall on four 27 ½ inch long legs.

is equipped with six video cameras and a radiation detector, and sort of looks like a video projector on legs resembling the ‘walker’ robots from star wars.

”This robot can enter parts of the plant that haven’t been investigated before,” said a Toshiba spokesman.

During the demonstration, the robot experienced a case of stage fright. The shuffling Tetrapod locked up and suddenly froze after it tried to balance itself, 

forcing technicians to carry it away.

Toshiba claims the tetrapod-shaped robot will be able to work for 300 days in a high-radiation environment, and is capable of carrying a load of 45 pounds.

Instead of moving along a tread on a track like other robots designed for the Fukushima disaster cleanup, the 27 and a half inch-long legs give it a very animal-

like appearance allow it to traverse obstacles up to 16 inches high, and also ascend and descend staircases.  The multiple joints of its legs are controlled by a 

dedicated movement algorithm that enables the robot to walk on uneven surfaces, avoid obstacles and climb stairs, securing access into areas that is 

challenging to be reached by wheeled robots or crawlers.

Riding on top attached to a folding arm, the robot carries another smaller mobile robot, which is also equipped with a camera and can be unloaded to inspect 

the underside of pipes and tight areas.  The smaller robot is attached by a cable, but if it becomes stuck the larger robot is equipped to cut the cord and detach 

it.

Goro Yanase of Toshiba says he wants to develop robots that can carry heavy loads or carry out more complex tasks at the plant, like positioning and installing 

shielding, stopping flows of water and removing obstacles.

TEPCO is considering possibly using the robot to investigate the outer surfaces of the suppression chambers of the crippled reactors, but has not made a final 

decision at this time.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

28RADIATION LEVELS IN FUKUSHIMA DAIICHI REACTOR 3 MORE THAN DOUBLED IN MANY LOCATIONS SINCE MEASURED 

LAST YEAR

November 28, 2012

Read more at http://enformable.com/2012/11/radiation-levels-in-fukushima-daiichi-reactor-3-more-than-doubled-in-many-locations-since-measured-last-

year/#iJD8V9IED04uutyD.99 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=zwrnoa0Y6eI

http://enformable.com/2012/11/29/


TEPCO announced that the robot used to enter the Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3 Reactor Building measured radiation levels up 

to 4,780 mSv per hour, nearly three times the 1,300 mSv reading taking in the same location last year on November 14

2011.

According to TEPCO documents, the Packbot was exposed to 650 mSv and Quince2 robot was exposed to 185.2 mSv.

Source: TEPCO

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

29 IN-FOCUS: JAPAN – NRA TO QUESTION TEPCO EXECUTIVES ABOUT SAFETY CONCERNS – MUNICIPALITIES WORRIED 

CURRENT NUCLEAR SAFETY MEASURES STILL INADEQUATE

November 28, 2012

Read more at http://enformable.com/2012/11/in-focus-japan-nra-to-question-tepco-executives-about-safety-concerns-municipalities-worried-current-nuclear-

safety-measures-still-inadequate/#uwXZEFLyvZrTtRIH.99 

NRA to question TEPCO executives about safety policies at nuclear power plants

The Nuclear Regulation Authority, or NRA, held a meeting on Wednesday and discussed a recent series of problems at nuclear plants operated by TEPCO.

At the No. 5 reactor of the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa plant in Niigata Prefecture, the utility found warping at 18 locations in tubes that send water through fuel 

assemblies in a spend fuel pool.

TEPCO reported that the workers may have warped the tubes by using excessive force to move fuel assemblies.

NRA Chariman Shunichi Tanaka said that TEPCO has a systematic problem and that he cannot dispel concerns over its safety awareness.

Source: NHK
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30AP INTERVIEW: JAPAN NUKE PLANT WATER WORRIES RISE

http://www.state-journal.com/ap%20international/2012/10/25/ap-interview-japan-nuke-plant-water-worries-rise

MARI YAMAGUCHI Associated Press Published: October 25, 2012 2:45AM

TOKYO (AP) -- Japan's crippled nuclear power plant is struggling to find space to store tens of thousands of tons of highly contaminated water used to cool the 

broken reactors.

About 200,000 tons of radioactive water -- enough to fill more than 50 Olympic-sized swimming pools -- are being stored in hundreds of gigantic tanks built 

http://www3.nhk.or.jp/daily/english/20121128_41.html
http://www.tepco.co.jp/nu/fukushima-np/images/handouts_121128_01-j.pdf


around the Fukushima Dai-ichi plant. Operator Tokyo Electric Power Co. has already chopped down trees to make room for more tanks and predicts the 

volume of water will more than triple within three years.

TEPCO is close to running a new treatment system that could make the water safe enough to release into the ocean. Outside experts worry that if 

contaminated water is released, there will be lasting impact on the environment.
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New Robotic "Suits" proposed to handle clean-up tasks at Fukushima and other disasters

31HAL ROBOT SUIT MODIFIED TO TAKE ON NUCLEAR PLANTS

Still grappling with the Fukushima nuclear crisis, Japan is belatedly developing a robotic exoskeleton for first responders.

by Tim Hornyak

October 19, 2012 3:05 PM PDT

http://news.cnet.com/8301-17938_105-57536404-1/hal-robot-suit-modified-to-take-on-nuclear-plants/

 You're sweating in your bulky radiation suit, your dosimeter is freaking you out, and you're trying to close a valve that might just save 

a large portion of the population from some very nasty fallout.

Wouldn't it be nice to have some robotic help?

Japan's robot start-up Cyberdyne is modifying its Hybrid Assistive Limb (HAL) power suit for use by first responders in nuclear 

accidents.

The exoskeleton is being improved to help workers who have to wear heavy radiation protection clothing. Japan is still struggling 

with radiation at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant, which was severely damaged last year during one of the country's most 

powerful earthquakes. 

 Unveiled at Japan Robot Week 2012, the suit weighs about 154 pounds and is lined with tungsten shielding that can halve radiation exposure, according to 

University of Tsukuba professor Yoshiyuki Sankai, who developed HAL.

HAL, which has been marketed as a power suit for the elderly or physiotherapy patients, has motorized joints that move automatically by detecting electric 

signals in the user's skin, boosting strength.

The nuke suit, developed with the New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization (NEDO), also has sensors that monitor the user's heart 

rate and temperature, and has an exhaust fan in the back to help prevent heatstroke.

The suit's legs can carry most of its weight, as well as tools the user needs.

http://www.nikkan.co.jp/eve/s-robot/eng/index.html
http://news.cnet.com/8301-11386_3-20078546-76/dismantling-fukushima-reactors-will-take-decades/
http://www.cyberdyne.jp/
http://www.cnet.com/profile/legerdemain/


We'll see if it actually gets deployed to Fukushima, where foreign robots such as the iRobot's PackBot have helped Japanese workers dealing with the plant 

debris and structurally compromised buildings.

Given the magnitude of the disaster, unfortunately it seems too little, too late. 
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Just to give you an idea what I am studying, here is a link to the TEPCO Analysis given to the IAEA last month. 

I am focusing on the explosions since they threatened the Spent Fuel Pools and structures. 

For reasons unexplained, Unit 1's explosion originated on the upper level. Unit 3's explosion originated below on the lowest level. Until we fully understand why 

identical Containments failed differently, we won't know what would constitute a suitable vent system or other hydrogen explosion mitigative features to install.

http://www.nsr.go.jp/archive/nisa/english/files/P-4.pdf
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Elaborate Hoax News Story Attempts to Discredit Knowledgeable Discussion In Order to Seize Control of the Flow of Information.

I was made aware of a Youtube video On October 22, 2012 at about 10 AM Eastern titled, "

32URGENT RED ALERT! FUKUSHIMA FUEL POOLS EXPLODED AND ARE ABLAZE! 10/22/12

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uWZr3b3Me-w

By MrCyberwarrior02. 

The video discussed a "document" that told of Spent Fuel Pool Fires at Fukushima Units 2 and 4. Further, it stated that Japan's

The documents appear on Jeffrey Goober Wefferson's site, http://thecontrail.com/profiles/blogs/red-alert-fukushima-spent-fuel-pools-exploded-on-fire-now

The video also states that Trusted "Researcher" Mike Eckstein, living only 50 Miles away from Fukushima (wouldn't a resident of Japan use the metric system?)

Michael Eckstein's and Jeff Wefferson's "conversation" was transcribed and states, "It was spent fuel from plants 2 and 4.      In plant #2  

exposed,and in the #4 plant, the workers have evacuated.  There is now mass panic at all airports, shopping centers to stock up on food, We are being told to stay indoors, schools are being instructed to keep the 

students inside.  I'll keep you up-dated through-out the day.  This is an historical event underway as we speak."

About Michael Eckstein (Courtesy www.wup-wakeupproject.blogspot.com) . . . . on March 17, 2011, Michael Eckstein made a desperate plea to the US government to get him out of Japan. See this:

http://news.cnet.com/8301-17938_105-20055952-1.html


33SAN DIEGO MAN TRAPPED NEAR JAPAN REACTORS

Thursday, March 17, 2011

http://www.cbn.com/cbnnews/world/2011/March/San-Diego-Man-Trapped-Near-Japan-Reactors/

Same man? I guess he never got away. 

After searching for confirmation and reviewing video (http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/nu/f1-np/camera/index-e.html), I dismissed it as nonsense. I didn't know that this was the beginning of an elaborate plot to discredit us 

Feral Fukushima Reporters so that TPTB (the powers that be) could take control of the info-flow. 

With the help of www.wup-wakeupproject.blogspot.com and others, we determined that Edano was no longer the in a position to be the Spokesman for any official news release. He resigned this Summer. Further, 

there was no information anywhere else to be found including NHK, Asahi Shinbum, Fukushima-Diaries, enformable, and Drudge.

During your program, Alexander read a "news release" from an Indian Reuters instrument titled: 

34 JAPAN CONFIRMS EXPLOSION, LEAKAGE AT NUKE PLANT 

http://www.deccanherald.com/content/145051/japan-warns-radiation-leak-quake.html

This took all of us by surprise and although we almost swallowed the hook, we felt that something was not adding up. Within an hour after the Nutrimedical Report, we all needed to express our misgivings that,

REUTERS printed Recycled News!!!!!

WHY?

What is really going on and how bad is it? These are questions that need to be asked and more importantly ANSWERED. 

Perhaps they are attempting to trivialize Fukushima by crying wolf once and for all, and when it was determined to be another false alarm, we would all go back to sleep.

Maybe the goal is to make liars out of Grass Roots Reporters so that industry-government can get the ball rolling again. 

Or maybe it is to cover even more dire facts about Fukushima's damage and its effects so that there is only one source of mis-info.
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35SAFETY OF EUROPEAN NUCLEAR PLANTS EYED

http://www.upi.com/Science_News/2012/10/09/Safety-of-European-nuclear-plants-eyed/UPI-22331349814752/?rel=37161350517453

10/9/12

 

BRUSSELS, Oct. 9 (UPI) -- Europe's nuclear power plants are ill-equipped to cope with a natural disaster like the 2011 earthquake and tsunami in 

Japan, a report has revealed.

Commissioned following the disaster at the Fukushima Daiichi plant in Japan, the investigation by the European Nuclear Safety Regulators Group used 

"stress tests" to assess the ability of European reactors to withstand the effects of a natural disaster, NewScientist.com reported Tuesday.

Of 145 reactors assessed, 121 had inadequate seismic instruments to detect earthquakes while 32 lacked venting systems to prevent pressure build-ups in 

reactor vessels if the primary cooling system fails, as happened at Fukushima, the investigators said.

Eighty-one reactors did not have adequate equipment on hand to deal with severe accidents such as earthquakes or floods, and 24 did not possess backup 

emergency control rooms, they said.

Still, the nuclear safety group reported, in the main the reactors operate safely and none need to be shut down.

"Generally, the situation is satisfactory, but there is no room for complacency," EU energy commissioner Gunther Oettinger

"All authorities involved must work to ensure that the highest safety standards are in force in every single nuclear power plant in Europe."
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Thursday, Oct. 18, 2012

35.1.1 Method spots radiation in reactors

36COSMIC RAYS EYED TO LOCATE NUKE FUEL MELT

http://www.japantimes.co.jp/text/nn20121018x1.html

 

WASHINGTON — Researchers from Los Alamos National Laboratory have developed a method to use cosmic rays to locate molten nuclear fuel within the crippled reactors at the Fukushima No. 1 

nuclear power plant, the U.S. institute said Wednesday.

http://www.japantimes.co.jp/text/nn20121018x1.html
http://www.upi.com/topic/Gunther_Oettinger/
http://www.upi.com/Science_News/2012/10/09/Safety-of-European-nuclear-plants-eyed/UPI-22331349814752/?rel=37161350517453


Monitoring data for a month or two by placing a pair of muon particle detectors in front of and behind the reactor buildings and the containment vessels will provide detailed images of the inside of 

the damaged reactors, it said.

A team from the New Mexico-based laboratory visited the Fukushima plant in May and confirmed they were able to place the detectors — about 3 to 5 meters wide and tens of centimeters thick — 

near the damaged reactors 1 and 2.

According to the U.S. laboratory, the team took note of muons that are generated when cosmic rays collide with atoms in the upper regions of the Earth's atmosphere. Massive numbers of muons 

shower the Earth every second.

Since muons are very light particles, they penetrate everything on Earth. But they change direction when they pass through heavy substances such as uranium and plutonium. Analyzing how they 

scatter can show what materials they passed through.

The newly devised method will allow images to be taken of the nuclear materials inside the reactors based on the scattering of muons.

Japan is struggling with decommissioning the Fukushima reactors due to the high amount of radiation at the power plant, which was crippled by the March 11 earthquake and tsunami last year.

Haruo Miyadera, a member of the research team, said the new method will lessen human exposure to the high radiation as it can show conditions in the reactor cores while workers stay outside.

"If we find where the molten nuclear fuel is located, it will give us a clue to understand what happened inside the reactors and help accelerate the decommissioning work," he said.

In addition to its potential utility at the Fukushima nuclear plant, the muon radiography method has been deployed to detect potential smuggling of clandestine nuclear materials in the United States, 

the institute said.

36.1.1.1 Debris disposal

Kyodo

SHIZUOKA — Shizuoka Prefecture plans to dispose of around 23,500 tons of combustible debris generated by the March 2011 earthquake and tsunami in Iwate Prefecture by March 2014, with 

four Shizuoka municipalities starting to receive shipments Thursday.

The four cities are Shizuoka, Hamamatsu, Susono and Shimada. Shimada had started accepting Iwate debris in May, but had to suspend the operation due to technical problems.

While work was suspended, the three other municipalities decided to join Shimada in disposing of Iwate debris.
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Dr. Bill, 

Detailed information on the pieces of steel I-Beam that fell into the Unit 3 Spent Fuel Pool. It describes the difficult task that is performed by remote control so 

that the crane operator doesn't get a lethal dose of radiation. 

Interestingly, the analogy to the game Jenga was used. This is first I am reading this report dated September 27, 2012. Good pictures of damaged fuel 

assemblies too, just as suspected. 

SimplyInfo » The Latest » Unit 3 Debris Accident & Pool Damage

http://www.simplyinfo.org/?p=7543
http://www.simplyinfo.org/?cat=33
http://www.simplyinfo.org/


37UNIT 3 DEBRIS ACCIDENT & POOL DAMAGE  

September 27th, 2012

http://www.simplyinfo.org/?p=7543

TEPCO began removing debris using remote control cranes last week. Reports from worker Happy11311

have a detailed plan for removing the debris but were going to determine as they go what appeared to be safe to remove next. After 

the steel beam fell into the pool he reported in more detail how difficult the work at unit 3 really is. They work in a remote booth while 

in full radiation protection gear and respirators, he commented that the crane and camera shake adding to the difficulty.

compared it to a big game of Jenga.

Comment: Someone is listening to your show.

TEPCO sent camera down by remote control to document damage.

http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/press/corp-com/release/2012/1217960_1870.html

TEPCO claims that the Beams did no damage but NHK reports the contrary. 

http://www3.nhk.or.jp/news/html/20120926/k10015285931000.html

(It is in Japanese so I have to rely on the article's translation)

http://www.simplyinfo.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/handouts_120926_01-e.pdf (attached).

COMMENT: Although TEPCO denies that both of the falling beams did any further damage to the Spent Fuel, they FAILED 
to mention that the Stainless Steel Liner is only 3/8" thick and that such debris may cause punctures. Further, IF a beam 
falls on the Spent Fuel Pool gates, THEN they could lose their seal and leak. Should that happen, the pool would drain 
down. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Japan TV: Large jump in temperature at Fukushima Reactor No. 1 gauge (VIDEO)

September 26, 2012

http://enenews.com/japan-tv-large-jump-in-temperature-at-fukushima-reactor-no-1-gauge-video

COMMENT: You can look at page 11 of this PDF, http://www.tepco.co.jp/cc/press/betu12_j/images/120903j0101.pdf

http://www.twitter.com/happy11311
http://www.simplyinfo.org/?p=7543


that shows the location of Temperature Element 22.  It is midway up the reactor and shouldn't be seeing any major 
temperature changes. 
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Dr. Bill, we made ENENEWS on September 14 and predicted that falling debris could damage Spent Fuel. (See http://enenews.com/nuclear-engineer-unit-3-photos-hate-broken-fuel-tons-steel-falling-great-height-

video)

On September 24, a crane at Unit 3 lost control of a huge I-Beam which dropped into the Spent Fuel Pool. Video and Article:

COMMENT: TEPCO is playing that old game where you have to carefully remove little blocks without collapsing the tower, Jenga.

38ANOTHER ACCIDENT AT FUKUSHIMA PLANT

http://english.ruvr.ru/2012_09_22/Another-accident-at-Fukushima-plant/

September 22, 2012

38.1A METAL BEAM MEASURING 7 METRES AND WEIGHING 470 KILOGRAMS HAS FALLEN INTO A CONCRETE BASIN USED FOR STORING SPENT FUEL RODS AT JAPAN’S 

FUKUSHIMA NUCLEAR POWER PLANT.

Reports say it was accidentally dislodged from its place by a crane. 

Fortunately, no one was hurt in the incident. It is not yet clear whether any of the spent rods has been broken.

TASS

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------



Title: A Steel Beam Slipped and Fell into Unit 3 Spent Fuel Pool at Fukushima Daiichi NPS

VIDEO at 3:25. 

http://enenews.com/watch-crane-pushes-half-ton-steel-beam-fukushima-3-spent-fuel-pool-video

COMMENT: We discussed that removing debris without causing further damage is very difficult. This video exemplifies what was said. I am SURE that many other pieces have been dropped into the pool and onto 

MOX Fuel. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NRC Public meeting on 9/25/12 concerning the Fukushima Near-Term Task Force recommendations. This is where the industry will attempt to water down the the Actions needed to protect against a Fukushima here 

in the United States.  I will be listening, it should be interesting.  (See Attached pdf of the Meeting Announcement) 

http://pbadupws.nrc.gov/docs/ML1226/ML12264A100.pdf

The public will have the opportunity to ask the NRC staff questions about the process during the meeting, which will be webcast. A teleconference will also be available by calling 888-220-3090 and 

using passcode 69958

IMPLEMENTATION OF NEAR-TERM TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATION 2.1, FLOODING HAZARD REEVALUATIONS, RELATED TO THE FUKUSHIMA DAI-ICHI 
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT ACCIDENT
Tuesday, September 25, 2012, 1:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m., EDT. The purpose of this meeting is to continue discussions with stakeholders on implementation 
strategies the NRC is considering to address Recommendation 2.1, flooding hazard reevaluations, of the Near-Term Task Force (NTTF) Recommendations for 
Enhancing Reactor Safety in the 21st Century report, issued July 12, 2011 (Agencywide Documents Access and Management System Accession No. 
ML111861807).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

New NRC Chairman speaks to IAEA in Vienna. Thanks Japan for being "transparent." Also, encourages "whistleblowers" to come forward.

COMMENT:

The new Chairman says, “I commend the courage of our Japanese colleagues in demonstrating self-reflection and transparency so that all nations can benefit from their experiences.”

http://pbadupws.nrc.gov/docs/ML1226/ML12261A391.pdf

NRC CHAIRMAN SAYS SAFETY CULTURE CRITICAL TO IMPROVING SAFETY;

NOTES FUKUSHIMA PROGRESS IN UNITED STATES

VIENNA -- U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Chairman Allison Macfarlane Monday said safety culture is among the key lessons of the Fukushima tragedy and told international regulators the United States is 

beginning the process of transitioning implementation of its post-Fukushima efforts into the daily routine of reactor regulation.

Speaking in Austria to the International Nuclear Safety Group Forum at the start of the International Atomic Energy Agency‟s annual General Conference, Macfarlane also said it is important to avoid focusing on 

planning for a single type of accident. “We must remember that natural hazards come in many forms… We should not focus on planning for the next „expected‟ accident but rather have measures in place to address 



a variety of permutations. Our focus on external events must continue to be broad to make nuclear reactors worldwide as safe as possible,” she said.

Among the lessons to draw from Fukushima is the importance of “safety culture,” she said. “I commend the courage of our Japanese colleagues in demonstrating self-reflection and transparency so 

that all nations can benefit from their experiences.” 

Lessons learned must be shared,” she said in remarks prepared for delivery (Chairman Macfarlane‟s remarks).

A strong safety culture is only part of the issue, Macfarlane said in her first international meeting. “It is critically important for all countries to have strong inspection and enforcement programs with 

transparent processes and objective criteria. Workers in the nuclear industry need a questioning attitude and an environment in which they feel free to raise concerns.” She noted the “whistleblower” 

protections available in the United States, and added that even with all the protections in place in the United States for raising safety concerns “safety culture is still a challenge for the United Sates to 

promote and assess.”

Macfarlane, a geologist and academic before becoming the NRC Chairman in early July, reviewed the post-Fukushima steps being taken in the United States – with upgrades prioritized in terms of their safety 

benefit.

. . . . more to come

Also, 

39$134 MILLION IN COSTS TO RESTART FORT CALHOUN TO BE SPREAD OUT OVER 10 YEARS

http://enformable.com/2012/09/134-million-in-costs-to-restart-fort-calhoun-to-be-spread-out-over-10-years/

As the escalating costs of downtime and repairs at Fort Calhoun continue to pile up, the OPPD Board of Directors has approved a plan to spread out the cost over a period of 10 years.

operations and maintenance costs are projected to be $134 million over budget, and will restructure the budget to $113 million this year and $30 million in 2013 by delaying projects and leaving vacant positions open. 

OPPD is projecting to spend $21 million this year.

In 2011, OPPD spent approximately $32 million to purchase electricity from other providers while Fort Calhoun was shutdown.

not been answered as of yet.

Edward Easterlin, OPPD vice president and chief financial officer, said it’s too soon to say if the district will need to raise rates to help pay for Fort Calhoun.

the long run, though it’s difficult to put a number on the savings.

The district had hoped to bring the plant back to service in 2012, but the plant remains shut down since April 2011 because regulators have found several problems.

September 2011 due to the 2009 flood mitigation and control issues (flood preparedness) and for a faulty electrical connector issue from 2010.

In August 2012 OPPD signed a deal for Exelon Nuclear Partners to manage the plant and oversee day to day operations, which was hoped, would bring additional negotiation leverage to the single-unit facility, 

although OPPD would maintain ownership.
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39.1TEPCO ADVISER: I POINTED OUT THAT BOTTOM OF CONTAINMENT VESSEL WAS POSSIBLY DAMAGED (VIDEO)

39.1.1.1.1 Published: September 13th, 2012 at 2:55 pm ET 

By ENENews 

 
Former TEPCO Engineer agrees that the REAL cause for the explosions and damage at Fukushima needs to be studied. This is from today's 

enenews

 

See the video at 2:40 where this engineer says that All four accident investigation reports submitted so far seem to blame the accident entirely 

on physical causes and natural disasters such as the Tsunami and have not gone into the REAL Causes of the accident.

 

http://enenews.com/tepco-adviser-pointed-bottom-containment-vessel-possibly-damaged-video

Keeping the Core Covered for Over 30 Years!

Now we know where much of the steel structure ended up. Tons of steel smashing down into the spent fuel. This is a huge mess.

 

Investigation of the Inside of the Spent Fuel Pool for Fuel Removal from the Upper Part of Unit 3 Reactor Building at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power 

Station

http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/nu/fukushima-np/images/handouts_120913_02-e.pdf
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1 attachment (32.0 KB)

GE Reactor Temp Element Diagram.doc

http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/nu/fukushima-np/images/handouts_120913_02-e.pdf
http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/nu/fukushima-np/images/handouts_120913_02-e.pdf
http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/nu/fukushima-np/images/handouts_120913_02-e.pdf
http://enenews.com/tepco-adviser-pointed-bottom-containment-vessel-possibly-damaged-video
http://enenews.com/author/admin


View online

Download as zip

Very fundamental diagram of how Temperature Elements are wired to outside containment. These require constant maintenance to ensure reliable operation. There is no way to perform this type of maintenance, 

therefore, I am not surprised that Temperature indication is being lost.
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Dr. Bill, included are several important Fukushima related updates:

40TEPCO PLANS TO DUMP WATER STORED AT FUKUSHIMA DAIICHI INTO 
PACIFIC

January 24, 2013

http://enformable.com/2013/01/tepco-plans-to-dump-water-stored-at-fukushima-daiichi-into-pacific/

TEPCO has announced that it plans to dump contaminated water into the Pacific Ocean after processing it to reduce radioactive materials 
to legally permissible levels.  By “processing”, TEPCO means once-high radioactive content has been reduced considerably, but not 
completely.
The plant has already released enormous amounts of highly contaminated water directly into the ocean from a plethora 
of leaks from the reactor buildings.  Outside experts are seriously concerned about the contaminated water that is 
released, and have warned there may well be lasting impact on the environment.
The utility says the operation is necessary due to concerns that they will run out of capacity to store highly 
contaminated water which continues to accumulate.  After the water has passed through the crippled units, it is processed through 
the SARRY system to remove cesium, but other systems designed to remove other radioactive materials have been overwhelmed by the 
complexity and concentration of contamination found at Fukushima Daiichi.
TEPCO estimates show that the volume of contaminated water required to be stored on site will likely triple over the next three years.
Questions have been raised if TEPCO would be able to gain the necessary approval from local municipalities and other parties who have 
raised concerns about plans to dump the water into the ocean.
In December 2011, the utility was forced to scrap a previous plan to dump water into the sea following fierce protests from fishing groups.
COMMENT: The make-shift decontamination equipment known as SARRY leaks and is in constant need of repair. 
was concerned long ago that the Liquid Waste Storage tanks would be overburdened.  Fukushima is a massive liquid 

http://enformable.com/2013/01/tepco-plans-to-dump-water-stored-at-fukushima-daiichi-into-pacific/
https://snt148.mail.live.com/mail/


radwaste generation facility and will continue to be so for decades. SARRY, installed in August 2011, has been through 
Earthquakes and Typhoons. It is weathering and becoming a headache to keep running at full capacity.
SARRY Revisited: http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/press/corp-com/release/betu11_e/images/110803e4.pdf

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

41FUKUSHIMA FACES LABOR SHORTAGES FOR DECONTAMINATION WORK

http://jen.jiji.com/jc/eng?g=eco&k=2013012800729

Fukushima, Jan. 28 (Jiji Press)--The northeastern Japan prefecture of Fukushima faces severe labor shortages for decontamination work following 

the 2011 nuclear accident. 

   This is because of fears over radiation exposure and low pay. According to the labor ministry's Fukushima Labor Bureau, only about 10 pct of 

some 1,800 jobs offered for decontamination work in the prefecture get filled.

   "The decontamination work cannot last," an official of a local contractor says. Delays in decontamination work are hampering efforts to rebuild 

the prefecture devastated by the March 2011 earthquake and tsunami and the subsequent crisis at the Fukushima No. 1 nuclear plant.

   "Many people expect high wages for decontamination work, because of worries about radiation exposure," says Shunichi Hirotani, an official at 

the "Hello Work" public job placement center for the northern part of the prefecture.

   "In reality, wages for the work are almost the same as those for regular construction civil engineering work," Hirotani says.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

42WORKERS AT FUKUSHIMA DAIICHI DRILL NEW HOLE IN TORUS ROOM OF UNIT 
2 FOR SURVEY 

January 28, 2013

http://enformable.com/2013/01/workers-at-fukushima-daiichi-drill-new-hole-in-torus-of-unit-2-for-survey/

On Sunday and Monday, workers at Fukushima Daiichi carried out operations at the Unit 2 reactor to drill a new penetration on the first 
floor to insert a dosimeter, thermometer, and camera.  The perforation was drilled in the RHR heat exchanger area on the north side of the 
reactor building.
Workers found problems as they ran into steel pipes and metal grates which made it difficult to insert survey instruments. 
planning a survey that will measure the amount of radiation to ensure that no fuel is melting.

COMMENT:

TEPCO is looking for the corium and determining the extent of damage to the physical reactor and torus. There is no sure way of scheduling 

http://enformable.com/2013/01/workers-at-fukushima-daiichi-drill-new-hole-in-torus-of-unit-2-for-survey/
http://jen.jiji.com/jc/eng?g=eco&k=2013012800729
http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/press/corp-com/release/betu11_e/images/110803e4.pdf


the gigantic clean up effort until these details are known. Also, attached is TEPCO's pdf on the location of the hole being drilled. Note: TEPCO 

indicates that the Torus Room is flooded with water. The source of this water needs to be found because it is not supposed to be there.

http://www.tepco.co.jp/nu/fukushima-np/handouts/2013/images/handouts_130128_06-j.pdf

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Dr. Bill, included are several important Fukushima related updates:

43TEPCO PLANS TO DUMP WATER STORED AT FUKUSHIMA DAIICHI INTO 
PACIFIC

January 24, 2013

http://enformable.com/2013/01/tepco-plans-to-dump-water-stored-at-fukushima-daiichi-into-pacific/

TEPCO has announced that it plans to dump contaminated water into the Pacific Ocean after processing it to reduce radioactive materials 
to legally permissible levels.  By “processing”, TEPCO means once-high radioactive content has been reduced considerably, but not 
completely.
The plant has already released enormous amounts of highly contaminated water directly into the ocean from a plethora 
of leaks from the reactor buildings.  Outside experts are seriously concerned about the contaminated water that is 
released, and have warned there may well be lasting impact on the environment.
The utility says the operation is necessary due to concerns that they will run out of capacity to store highly 
contaminated water which continues to accumulate.  After the water has passed through the crippled units, it is processed through 
the SARRY system to remove cesium, but other systems designed to remove other radioactive materials have been overwhelmed by the 
complexity and concentration of contamination found at Fukushima Daiichi.
TEPCO estimates show that the volume of contaminated water required to be stored on site will likely triple over the next three years.
Questions have been raised if TEPCO would be able to gain the necessary approval from local municipalities and other parties who have 
raised concerns about plans to dump the water into the ocean.

http://enformable.com/2013/01/tepco-plans-to-dump-water-stored-at-fukushima-daiichi-into-pacific/
http://www.tepco.co.jp/nu/fukushima-np/handouts/2013/images/handouts_130128_06-j.pdf


In December 2011, the utility was forced to scrap a previous plan to dump water into the sea following fierce protests from fishing groups.
COMMENT: The make-shift decontamination equipment known as SARRY leaks and is in constant need of repair. 
was concerned long ago that the Liquid Waste Storage tanks would be overburdened.  Fukushima is a massive liquid 
radwaste generation facility and will continue to be so for decades. SARRY, installed in August 2011, has been through 
Earthquakes and Typhoons. It is weathering and becoming a headache to keep running at full capacity.
SARRY Revisited: http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/press/corp-com/release/betu11_e/images/110803e4.pdf

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

44FUKUSHIMA FACES LABOR SHORTAGES FOR DECONTAMINATION WORK

http://jen.jiji.com/jc/eng?g=eco&k=2013012800729

Fukushima, Jan. 28 (Jiji Press)--The northeastern Japan prefecture of Fukushima faces severe labor shortages for decontamination work following 

the 2011 nuclear accident. 

   This is because of fears over radiation exposure and low pay. According to the labor ministry's Fukushima Labor Bureau, only about 10 pct of 

some 1,800 jobs offered for decontamination work in the prefecture get filled.

   "The decontamination work cannot last," an official of a local contractor says. Delays in decontamination work are hampering efforts to rebuild 

the prefecture devastated by the March 2011 earthquake and tsunami and the subsequent crisis at the Fukushima No. 1 nuclear plant.

   "Many people expect high wages for decontamination work, because of worries about radiation exposure," says Shunichi Hirotani, an official at 

the "Hello Work" public job placement center for the northern part of the prefecture.

   "In reality, wages for the work are almost the same as those for regular construction civil engineering work," Hirotani says.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

45WORKERS AT FUKUSHIMA DAIICHI DRILL NEW HOLE IN TORUS ROOM OF UNIT 
2 FOR SURVEY 

January 28, 2013

http://enformable.com/2013/01/workers-at-fukushima-daiichi-drill-new-hole-in-torus-of-unit-2-for-survey/

On Sunday and Monday, workers at Fukushima Daiichi carried out operations at the Unit 2 reactor to drill a new penetration on the first 
floor to insert a dosimeter, thermometer, and camera.  The perforation was drilled in the RHR heat exchanger area on the north side of the 
reactor building.
Workers found problems as they ran into steel pipes and metal grates which made it difficult to insert survey instruments. 

http://enformable.com/2013/01/workers-at-fukushima-daiichi-drill-new-hole-in-torus-of-unit-2-for-survey/
http://jen.jiji.com/jc/eng?g=eco&k=2013012800729
http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/press/corp-com/release/betu11_e/images/110803e4.pdf


planning a survey that will measure the amount of radiation to ensure that no fuel is melting.

COMMENT:

TEPCO is looking for the corium and determining the extent of damage to the physical reactor and torus. There is no sure way of scheduling 

the gigantic clean up effort until these details are known. Also, attached is TEPCO's pdf on the location of the hole being drilled. Note: TEPCO 

indicates that the Torus Room is flooded with water. The source of this water needs to be found because it is not supposed to be there.

http://www.tepco.co.jp/nu/fukushima-np/handouts/2013/images/handouts_130128_06-j.pdf

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Alternative media is the first choice for those who wish to raise their awareness. The Alternative Media Tugboat has finally steered the Goliath 

Main Stream Media closer to truth. The biggest problem now is sifting through their spin to find the nuggets. Keep up the great work in 

journalism.

The New York Times (excerpts)

46ERRORS CAST DOUBT ON JAPAN’S CLEANUP OF NUCLEAR 
ACCIDENT SITE

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/09/04/world/asia/errors-cast-doubt-on-japans-cleanup-of-nuclear-accident-site.html?pagewanted=all

Published: September 3, 2013

Nearby, thousands of workers and a small fleet of cranes are preparing for one of the latest efforts to avoid a deepening environmental disaster 

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/09/04/world/asia/errors-cast-doubt-on-japans-cleanup-of-nuclear-accident-site.html?pagewanted=all
http://www.tepco.co.jp/nu/fukushima-np/handouts/2013/images/handouts_130128_06-j.pdf


that has China and other neighbors increasingly worried: removing spent fuel rods from the damaged No. 4 reactor building and storing them in 

a safer place.

The government announced Tuesday that it would spend $500 million on new steps to stabilize the plant, including an even bigger project: the 

construction of a frozen wall to block a flood of groundwater into the contaminated buildings. The government is taking control of the cleanup 

from the plant’s operator, the Tokyo Electric Power Company.

The triple meltdown at Fukushima in 2011 is already considered the world’s worst nuclear accident since Chernobyl. The new efforts, as risky and 

technically complex as they are expensive, were developed in response to a series of accidents, miscalculations and delays that have plagued the 

cleanup effort, making a mockery of the authorities’ early vows to “return the site to an empty field” and leading to the release of enormous 

quantities of contaminated water.

As the environmental damage around the plant and in the ocean nearby continues to accumulate more than two years after the disaster, analysts 

are beginning to question whether the government and the plant’s operator, known as Tepco, have the expertise and ability to manage such a 

complex crisis.

In the past, they say, Tepco has resorted to technological quick fixes that have failed to control the crisis, further damaged Japan’s flagging 

credibility and only deflected hard decisions into the future. Some critics said the government’s new proposals offer just more of the same.

“Japan is clearly living in denial,” said Kiyoshi Kurokawa, a medical doctor who led Parliament’s independent investigation 

last year into the causes of the nuclear accident. “Water keeps building up inside the plant, and debris keeps piling up 

outside of it. This is all just one big shell game aimed at pushing off the problems until the future.”

Problems at the plant seemed to take a sharp turn for the worse in July with the discovery of leaks of contaminated water into the Pacific Ocean. 

Two weeks ago, Tepco announced that 300 tons of water laced with radioactive strontium, a particle that can be absorbed into human bones, 

had drained from a faulty tank into the sea.

COMMENT: Dr. Kurokawa nailed it when he called it a "shell game." Eventually all the 
fission products will be expelled from the damaged plants and released to the 
environment - could be the plan(?)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------

The Huffington Post

47FUKUSHIMA LEAK IS FAR WORSE THAN JAPAN IS LETTING ON, NUCLEAR EXPERTS WARN

Posted: 04/09/2013 15:03 BST  |  Updated: 04/09/2013 15:26 BST

http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2013/09/04/fukushima-leak-nuclear-experts-warn_n_3865678.html?utm_hp_ref=uk

Conflicting reports have left many baffled, and now nuclear experts have highlighted that no one really knows the true 

http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2013/09/04/fukushima-leak-nuclear-experts-warn_n_3865678.html?utm_hp_ref=uk


severity of the radioactive water leaks at Fukushima nuclear plant in Japan.

The crippled plant's operator, the Tokyo Electric Power Company (Tepco), has been desperately pumping water into the wrecked 
reactors   to cool nuclear fuel that melted when the March 2011 earthquake and tsunami knocked out the plant's power and cooling systems.  

The utility has built more than 1,000 tanks holding 335,000 tons of contaminated water at the plant, and the amount grows by 400 tonnes 
daily. Some tanks have sprung leaks, spilling contaminated water onto the ground.

Mycle Schneider, an independent consultant who has previously advised the French and German governments, said the escalating 
situation is "far worse than we truly know."

"There are hundreds of issues at stake here," he told the Huffington Post UK.

"Whether it's temperature, radiation exposure, or the number of people exposed - all of these statistics are flawed. We don't know anything 
yet."

"This is far worse than what the general public are perceiving."

He blames the situation on the Japanese Government and Tepco who, he said, are refusing to accept the increasing severity of the issue.

"At the moment we are facing the challenge to conquer denial," he said. "This is simply organised denial.

"Japan's pride is certainly an issue here. But when you cross the line from pride to denial that's when something like this becomes truly 
dangerous."

"They are putting people in increased risk."

Japan's government announced on Wednesday it is to spend almost $500m (£320m) in an attempt to contain leaks and decontaminate 
highly toxic water at the devastated nuclear power plant.

The vast amount of money is set to be spent on a subterranean ice wall that would freeze the ground to a depth of up to 30 metres (100 
feet) through a system of pipes carrying a coolant as cold as minus 40 degrees Celsius (minus 40 Fahrenheit).

This would theoretically block contaminated water from escaping from the facility's immediate surroundings, as well as keep underground 
water from entering the reactor and turbine buildings, where much of the radioactive water has collected.

However, the decision has widely been seen as an attempt to show that the nuclear accident won't be a safety concern just days before the 
International Olympic Committee chooses among Tokyo, Istanbul and Madrid as the host of the 2020 Olympics.

John Large, a Nuclear Engineer and Independent Nuclear Consultant, emphasised that the gross number of conflicting 
reports "flying around" are due to a reliance on just two sources of information – Tepco and the Japanese Government.

"This information is not only conflicted but also confused, and I fear, unreliable," he said.

"You have to wonder what their motives are."

The problem is, Mr Schneider added, is that nobody trusts TEPCO or the Japanese Government anymore.

"Can we blame the Japanese public for not trusting what these people are saying? They haven't exactly been 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/08/28/fukushima-leak-upgraded_n_3826890.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/09/03/radiation-levels-fukushima_n_3863012.html


trustworthy," he said.

"The ice wall project is an effort to come up with something that can be perceived as spectacular – they are throwing 
half a billion dollars into a futile project just days before the Olympic decision.

"But in practical terms, this is very questionable. It is not durable. This is not a sustainable situation and nobody knows 
if it will work. It's a panicked response."

The ice wall will be incredibly hard to maintain, experts said, pointing out that a simple power cut could "see the whole 
thing go up in smoke."

Mr Large said the new project is simply too risky to rely on, highlighting that the technique has only ever been used on 
a far smaller scale to control pollution before.

"They are building up a huge reservoir of radioactive material that will be free to circulate should this ice wall break 
down," he said.

"Ice walls tend to fracture and one of this scale has never even been tried before," he said.

COMMENT: Yes, John Large is Correct. I couldn't believe that TEPCO would seriously consider an "ice-wall" 
but they are. The project will take 2 years (their estimate) to complete. There is no discussion as to how much 
energy will be needed to keep the ground frozen, nor mention of from where the energy will come (Fukushima 
5 and 6?) Let's build a nuclear Igloo! That will hold it. I wonder how the buried pipes and foundations will 
react to a perm-frost above the normal frost line?

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------

47.1NBC NIGHTLY NEWS: CONCERNS ARE GROWING TONIGHT, ESPECIALLY OUT WEST, ABOUT THE CONTINUING RADIATION 
THREAT FROM FUKUSHIMA — JAPANESE DIPLOMAT: U.S. FOOD SUPPLY STANDS TO BE CONTAMINATED

http://enenews.com/nbc-nightly-news-concerns-are-growing-tonight-especially-out-west-about-the-continuing-radiation-threat-from-fukushima-

japanese-diplomat-u-s-food-supply-stands-to-be-contaminated-video

47.1.1.1.1 Published: September 3rd, 2013 at 8:29 pm ET 

By ENENews 

NBC Nightly News, September 3, 2013 – Brian Williams, Anchor: Concerns are growing tonight — especially out West — about the continuing radiation 

threat from the crippled Fukushima nuclear plant in Japan. There’s this, the Japanese government said it will spend almost half a billion dollars, much of 

it to build a giant wall of ice underground to try to stop the flow of radioactive water leaking into the ocean.

http://enenews.com/author/admin
http://enenews.com/nbc-nightly-news-concerns-are-growing-tonight-especially-out-west-about-the-continuing-radiation-threat-from-fukushima-japanese-diplomat-u-s-food-supply-stands-to-be-contaminated-video
http://enenews.com/nbc-nightly-news-concerns-are-growing-tonight-especially-out-west-about-the-continuing-radiation-threat-from-fukushima-japanese-diplomat-u-s-food-supply-stands-to-be-contaminated-video


http://www.nbcnews.com/video/nightly-news/52916018#52916018

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------

47.2JAPAN EXPERT: CONTAMINATION FROM FUKUSHIMA IS TRAVELING “UNDER THE SEABED” AND SPREADING FURTHER OUT IN 
PACIFIC OCEAN — MEASURES NEEDED TO STOP FLOW

47.2.1.1.1 Published: September 3rd, 2013 at 9:38 pm ET 

By ENENews 

Title: Japan to fund ice wall to stop reactor leaks

Source: Associated Press

Author: MARI YAMAGUCHI

Date: Sept. 3, 2013

Atsunao Marui, an underground water expert at the National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology,

water-tight but is normally intended for use for a couple of years and is not proven for long-term use as planned in the outline. The 

decommissioning process is expected to take about 40 years.

“We still need a few layers of safety backups in case it fails,” Marui told the Associated Press. “Plus the frozen wall won’t be ready for another two 

years, which means contaminated water would continue to leak out.”

Marui said additional measures should be taken to stop contaminated water from keep traveling under the seabed during that time and leak further out 

in the sea.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------

47.3FUKUSHIMA PLUME HEADED TO SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE: ENTERS SOUTH PACIFIC AND INDIAN OCEAN AFTER 2 DECADES 
— WILL CONTAIN AROUND 25% OF TOTAL CESIUM-137 RELEASE

47.3.1.1.1 Published: September 3rd, 2013 at 1:29 pm ET

http://enenews.com/study-fukushima-plume-enters-south-pacific-and-indian-ocean-in-2-or-3-decades-will-be-around-25-of-of-total-cesium-137-

release

48FUKUSHIMA'S RADIOACTIVE PLUME COULD REACH U.S. WATERS BY 2014

http://enenews.com/study-fukushima-plume-enters-south-pacific-and-indian-ocean-in-2-or-3-decades-will-be-around-25-of-of-total-cesium-137-release
http://enenews.com/study-fukushima-plume-enters-south-pacific-and-indian-ocean-in-2-or-3-decades-will-be-around-25-of-of-total-cesium-137-release
http://www.9news.com/news/world/353476/347/Japan-to-fund-ice-wall-to-stop-reactor-leaks
http://enenews.com/author/admin


Posted: 09/01/2013 6:06 pm EDT

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/09/01/fukushima-radioactive-plume_n_3853604.html?utm_hp_ref=green

Huffington Post, Sept. 1, 2013: [T]he [Fukushima] plume will eventually begin to escape the North Pacific gyre in an even more diluted form. About 25 

percent of the radioactivity initially released will travel to the Indian Ocean and South Pacific over two to three decades after the Fukushima disaster, the 

model showed.

COMMENT: Dr. Bill! You called this one long ago!

Multi-decadal projections of surface and interior pathways of the Fukushima Cesium-137 radioactive plume , October 2013: [O]ur simulations suggest 

that after 30 years about 25% of the initial Cs-137 release is likely to exit the North Pacific toward other oceanic basins, with most exiting via the 

Indonesian Throughflow and/or crossing the Equator to join the South Pacific; only a small proportion leaves via the Bering Strait into the Arctic, a 

pathway also simulated by Behrensetal.(2012). This finding is consistent with the analysis of interbasin transport of the previously released Cs-137 

undertaken by Tsumune et al.(2011), who find that the North Pacific has been a source of Cs-137 to other ocean basins, in particular via the Indonesian 

Archipelago toward the Indian Ocean. This is also inline with the global simulations performed by Nakano and Povinec (2012), which indicate that the 

Fukushima-derived Cs-137 will be transported to the South Pacific and the Indian Ocean after 20 years.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S096706371300112X (Scientific Paper)

Comment: No continent nor ocean goes unscathed!

 

Keeping the Core Covered for Over 30 Years!

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S096706371300112X
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S096706371300112X
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/09/01/fukushima-radioactive-plume_n_3853604.html?utm_hp_ref=green
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/09/01/fukushima-radioactive-plume_n_3853604.html?utm_hp_ref=green


Dr. Bill, 

For months (maybe a year) I have stated that bolted connection tanks are too leaky and flimsy to contain radioactive waste. On 

August 31, 2013, NHK released this video:

http://www3.nhk.or.jp/nhkworld/newsline/201308302000.html

Please see between Minute 3 and 4 for an explanation of why all the radioactive storage tanks will fail and release its contents to the 

ocean (soon).

Nuclear Watch: Contaminated Water Crisis

Aired on Aug. 31

COMMENT:

Once again, you aired cutting edge information way ahead of the rest of the pack. What disappoints me is that I am not the only one 

who saw this coming based on pictures of the construction being used and very few others stepped up to say it. It is OK to tell the 

truth.

 

Keeping the Core Covered for Over 30 Years!

Interview With Ginny On EMP/Cyber Attacks Power Outages



Play video

Get economic collapse news throughout the day visit http://x22report.com In this interview Ginny 

discusses EMP blasts, cyber attacks and the effects of a power outage. Ginny's Bio 2 years working on…

00:54:47

Added on 8/19/13

5,022 views

This woman is credible to me. She discusses effects of EMP on grid and SCADA. This was a very recent interview with her a few days ago.

49 INTERVIEW WITH GINNY ON EMP/CYBER ATTACKS POWER OUTAGES

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s9r59jbZAFQ

Keeping the Core Covered for Over 30 Years!

Fukushima Radiation Leakage Still Going on

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s9r59jbZAFQ
https://snt148.mail.live.com/mail/


Play video

Anchor Anand Naidoo asks radiation expert Dr. Janette Sherman 

why the leakage is still going on at Fukushima -- and if it will imperil 

other countries.

00:04:04

Added on 8/11/13

3,184 views

Scientist, FDA: Don't worry about radioactive fish

Read more here: http://www.adn.com/2013/08/10/3018332/scientist-fda-dont-worry-about.html#storylink=cpy

Published: August 10, 2013

http://www.adn.com/2013/08/10/3018332/scientist-fda-dont-worry-about.html

By NATHANIEL HERZ — nherz@adn.com

Alaska fishermen and fish consumers shouldn't be concerned about the new disclosures of radioactive water leaking into the Pacific Ocean near the site of the hobbled 

Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant in Japan, according to an ocean chemist and a spokeswoman for the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.

The amount of radioactive material flowing into the ocean is relatively minimal, compared to the size of the spills that occurred in the wake of the meltdowns that 

occurred at the site in 2011 following an earthquake and tsunami, said Ken Buesseler, a senior scientist at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution in Massachusetts.

"We have a new release that's smaller than 2011," Buesseler said in a phone interview. "And it's still far away, and the ocean is big."

But the situation should still be monitored, Buesseler added. In 2011, the major cause for concern was a radioactive isotope called cesium, which isn't retained or 

bioaccumulated by marine life.

Newer data, he said, suggested a shift to a higher proportion of another isotope called strontium, which has the potential to be absorbed by bones because it mimics the 

mailto:nherz@adn.com
http://www.adn.com/2013/08/10/3018332/scientist-fda-dont-worry-about.html
https://snt148.mail.live.com/mail/


properties of another element, calcium.

The FDA is paying attention to the leaks, said spokeswoman Theresa Eisenman, but hasn't identified any concerns about Alaskan fisheries.

The agency works with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration "to test fish as needed," she said.

Reach Nathaniel Herz at nherz@adn.com or 257-4311

Read more here: http://www.adn.com/2013/08/10/3018332/scientist-fda-dont-worry-about.html#storylink=cpy

COMMENT:

This is a scientific analysis - . . . "And it's still far away, and the ocean is big". . . . 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

49.1KOREA TIMES: QUARTER-BILLION LITERS OF FUKUSHIMA CONTAMINATED WATER FLOWED INTO PACIFIC — JAPAN COVER-
UP COULD VIOLATE INTERNATIONAL LAW — HID GLOBAL ISSUE OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN?

49.1.1.1.1 Published: August 11th, 2013 at 7:43 pm ET

http://enenews.com/korea-times-quarter-billion-liters-of-contaminated-water-has-flowed-into-pacific-from-fukushima-japan-cover-up-could-violate-

international-law-hid-global-issue-of-environmental-concern

The Japanese government has finally acknowledged that highly radioactive water has been pouring out at a rate of 300 tons a day from the crippled 

Fukushima nuclear plant. That means about 270,000 tons [270,000,000 liters] of contaminated water has flowed into the Pacific Ocean over nearly two-

and-a-half years. [...]

It defies understanding how Japan has hid this regional, if not global, issue of environmental concern from its neighbors.

Increasingly, the March 2011 nuclear disaster is becoming an accident that exposes the limitations of the Japanese nuclear industry, and of the entire 

country for that matter, in dealing with a massive calamity. This seems especially so with the falsehoods and cover-up attempts [...]

[Korea's] Prime Minister Chung Hong-won, in a recent meeting to discuss the aftermath of the Fukushima Daiichi Plant’s shutdown, warned 

people against spreading “strange stories” about nuclear concerns. As Tokyo’s latest acknowledgement shows, however, what’s strange is 

not public jitters but the government’s carelessness.

[...] The government should instead demand its Japanese counterpart to share information, pointing out that Tokyo’s failure to do so could violate 

international laws. It also ought to inspect all fisheries imported from Japan and make public their detailed level of radioactivity to allow consumers to 

decide [...]

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

49.2JAPAN REPORTER: ENGINEERS ONLY HAVE ‘VAGUE IDEA’ WHERE FUKUSHIMA NUCLEAR FUEL IS AFTER WORLD’S FIRST TRIPLE MELTDOWN — “A 

http://enenews.com/korea-times-quarter-billion-liters-of-contaminated-water-has-flowed-into-pacific-from-fukushima-japan-cover-up-could-violate-international-law-hid-global-issue-of-environmental-concern
http://enenews.com/korea-times-quarter-billion-liters-of-contaminated-water-has-flowed-into-pacific-from-fukushima-japan-cover-up-could-violate-international-law-hid-global-issue-of-environmental-concern
mailto:nherz@adn.com


VAST EXPERIMENT” — PROBLEMS ARE ENORMOUS (AUDIO)

49.2.1.1.1 Published: August 13th, 2013 at 2:29 pm ET 

http://enenews.com/japan-reporter-engineers-only-vague-idea-fukushima-melted-fuel-after-worlds-first-triple-meltdown-vast-experiment-

problems-enormous-audio

Title: Fukushima Failure: Admitting to a leak

Source: CBC Radio’s ‘The Current with Anna Maria Tremonti’

Date: August 12, 2013

At 3:00 in

Anna Maria Tremonti, Host: How big a problem are the leaks at the Fukushima plant?

David McNeill, Japan correspondent for The Chronicle of Higher Education and writes for The Independent and Irish Times newspapers

enormous. It’s hard to underestimate because what you have here is the world’s first triple meltdown. The engineers only have a vague idea where the 

fuel that has melted down is. They know where it isn’t, but they actually don’t know exactly where it is. So what they’re doing to keep this fuel cool is 

they’re  pouring thousands and thousands of gallons of water on to the fuel to make sure it doesn’t heat up. So you’ve got all that water on site which of 

course once it goes onto those reactors it’s contaminated.

At 5:30 in

McNeill: This is like a vast experiment. There’s never really been an accident like this is such a densly populated place. We’re reassured by the 

government all the time that it’s safe, but we’ve heard so many lies […] The problem is of such magnitude now, they can no longer deny it […]

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

50FUKUSHIMA RADIATION LEAKAGE STILL GOING ON

Published on Aug 11, 2013

Anchor Anand Naidoo asks radiation expert Dr. Janette Sherman why the leakage is still going on at Fukushima -- and if it will imperil other countries.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KIZEmpkgXmc&feature=player_detailpage

 

http://www.cbc.ca/player/Radio/ID/2400360251/
http://enenews.com/japan-reporter-engineers-only-vague-idea-fukushima-melted-fuel-after-worlds-first-triple-meltdown-vast-experiment-problems-enormous-audio
http://enenews.com/japan-reporter-engineers-only-vague-idea-fukushima-melted-fuel-after-worlds-first-triple-meltdown-vast-experiment-problems-enormous-audio


-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

50.1NHK: GROUNDWATER LEVELS CONTINUE RISING AT FUKUSHIMA PLANT — GOV’T WARNS TEPCO ABOUT TYPHOONS — “WE 
CAN’T DO ANYTHING” IF RAINFALL OVERWHELMS PUMP — CONTAMINATED WATER COULD OVERFLOW AND MOVE 
“EXTREMELY FAST” INTO PACIFIC

50.1.1.1.1 Published: August 13th, 2013 at 11:57 am ET

http://enenews.com/nhk-groundwater-levels-continue-rising-at-fukushima-we-cant-do-anything-if-rainfall-overwhelms-pump-contamination-would-

flow-extremely-fast-into-pacific-govt-warns-tepco-about-ty

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hand, foot and mouth disease is spreading in Japan

Aug. 14, 2013 - Updated 12:36 UTC

Infectious disease experts are warning that hand, foot and mouth disease is spreading across Japan.

They say the outbreak will be the second worst in the past 10 years. The largest occurred 2 years ago.

http://enenews.com/nhk-groundwater-levels-continue-rising-at-fukushima-we-cant-do-anything-if-rainfall-overwhelms-pump-contamination-would-flow-extremely-fast-into-pacific-govt-warns-tepco-about-ty
http://enenews.com/nhk-groundwater-levels-continue-rising-at-fukushima-we-cant-do-anything-if-rainfall-overwhelms-pump-contamination-would-flow-extremely-fast-into-pacific-govt-warns-tepco-about-ty


The disease is caused by viruses. Symptoms include rashes on the hands, feet and inside the mouth. Some patients may develop encephalitis and become seriously ill.

The National Institute of Infectious Diseases says 161,030 people have been infected with the disease from the beginning of the year through August 4th.

Infections have been found in 38 prefectures.

Medical institutions across Japan have treated an average of 8.66 patients with hand, foot and mouth disease, with those in Niigata Prefecture receiving the largest number, an 
average of 18.25 patients.

The institute warns that many adults have been infected during the recent outbreak, even though the disease is usually prevalent among small children.

The institute urges people to wash their hands and take other precautionary measures to prevent the spread of infections.

Aug. 14, 2013 - Updated 07:52 UTC

COMMENT: Could this be an immunity problem related to exposure to radiation?

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NRA approves TEPCO's reactor decommission plan

Japan's nuclear regulator has approved Tokyo Electric Power Company's plan to decommission its stricken Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant. The approval came 5 months later 
than initially expected.

The Nuclear Regulation Authority in December started examining the plan, including specific procedures and safety measures. The work is expected to take about 40 years.

The authority accepted the plan in a meeting on Wednesday, despite commissioners' requests that Tokyo Electric properly handle treatment of contaminated water and removal 
of spent fuel.

The NRA commissioners also said the utility must do more to cope with leakage of radioactive water from the plant and contaminated groundwater into the sea.

NRA's approval schedule was pushed back due to a series of problems at the plant. They include longer-than-expected time to inspect a facility to remove radioactive 
substances from tainted water as well as handling of contaminated water leaks.

The authority plans to step up its monitoring of the firm's safety measures in the decommissioning procedure and order it to repeat safety steps until they are conducted properly.

Aug. 14, 2013 - Updated 08:52 UTC

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Decontamination outside Fukushima shifts to houses



http://www3.nhk.or.jp/nhkworld/english/news/20130814_14.html

Work to reduce radioactive residue caused by the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant accident in 2011 has now shifted from educational facilities to individual houses.

The Environment Ministry surveyed the progress of government-sponsored decontamination work as of the end of June in 58 municipalities from 7 prefectures, not including 
Fukushima Prefecture, where the nuclear power station is. The 7 are Iwate, Miyagi, Ibaraki, Tochigi, Gunma, Saitama and Chiba Prefectures.

The survey showed that decontamination of schools and kindergartens is now almost 96 percent -- or 1,531 out of 1,596 -- complete, because municipalities placed priority on 
such facilities.

It also showed that the work has now shifted to individual houses.

Orders for decontamination have been issued for 90,639 units of the 140,972 houses scheduled to be worked on. That's more than 1.8 times the number surveyed at 
the end of March.

But work has been completed on only 42,789 houses, about 30 percent the total.

The ministry says it hopes that decontamination will get into full swing soon.

Aug. 14, 2013 - Updated 02:30 UTC

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Kan denies criminal liability for Fukushima crisis

http://www3.nhk.or.jp/nhkworld/english/news/20130814_27.html

Former Japanese Prime Minister Naoto Kan has denied criminal responsibility in the government's response to the 2011 Fukushima nuclear crisis.

Kan gave a written statement to Tokyo prosecutors on Wednesday. He denied he was negligent in dealing with the accident at the Fukushima Daiichi plant.

Prosecutors have been investigating the case for more than a year following complaints from residents of Fukushima Prefecture and others.

The residents accused Kan of professional negligence that resulted in injuries to workers at the plant and radiation exposure among local residents.

Some workers were injured in a hydrogen explosion at the plant's No.1 reactor building at 3 PM on March 12th.

That's one day after the quake and tsunami damaged the plant.

The complaints say Kan's visit to the plant that morning hindered plant workers' efforts to contain the crisis. They say the resulting delay in a venting operation to ease pressure 
in the reactor containment vessel led to the explosion.

Sources close to the former prime minister say Kan insists in his statement that the workers could have conducted the operation early in the morning but did not.

http://www3.nhk.or.jp/nhkworld/english/news/20130814_27.html
http://www3.nhk.or.jp/nhkworld/english/news/20130814_14.html


Kan reportedly says he visited the plant to press for a quick response, not to delay it.

Criminal complaints have also been filed against former executives of the plant's operator, Tokyo Electric Power Company, and officials at Japan's former nuclear regulatory 
agency.

The prosecutors are expected to make a final decision as early as this month on whether to press charges.

Aug. 14, 2013 - Updated 07:37 UTC

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

50.2STUDY: CONTAMINATED WATER FROM FUKUSHIMA REACTORS COULD DOUBLE RADIOACTIVITY LEVELS OF US COASTAL 
WATERS IN 5 YEARS — “WE WERE SURPRISED AT HOW QUICKLY THE TRACER SPREAD” (PHOTO & VIDEO)

http://enenews.com/study-contaminated-water-from-fukushima-reactors-could-double-radioactivity-levels-along-us-west-coast-in-5-years-we-

were-surprised-at-how-quickly-the-tracer-spread-video

http://googleads.g.doubleclick.net/aclk?

sa=L&ai=CxlBSQZ8LUrPRJcjf0AHIy4CoBNKL7IQE0quig2rd2R4QASCB57kZUIj2sLYFYMmGhYmIpIQQyAEBqAMByAOfBKoElQJP0FNlnXrgc7j

RJHmxGS-D74Y0fSln7_3dtJCTvoKbCbFUbIG3tNwt9fHmYRi0pxBIU1UmsIE7kvTcO4MfZvMvpDmjjzsBdK3TJh3fqbG-

7DRNnqaodr2LntT67TGVrlEyQ6CcilxWhkX7L4N19n-WZb-

nh9CPQAFHj1j_zfpIl2OBFGhl3qM_WAZcMIp8gQ4eeQhsXJQ8PB3yaF_LG0PjdLKy0c3bT3vNvdBPoOxDwVMvjVTa3ZFvHqx8c04SHznDlNhmg

yE_v4Ruhz9bBOjZSs39vnrWP_-

yPegjvmycPtU9n1eRovYWN76PgpD_PokrJEe6v_hxd7IHP9m5xOaNjMdCdNsafyG7jXjS5_wD9Bu8LMJ9oAYayAaSp-

3ZaYAHooCIIg&num=1&sig=AOD64_3DvuitazMEIoyeFTWkDCcCg6Szbg&ctype=21&video_id=599qHniBGBw&client=ca-pub-

7394524324300608&adurl=http://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3D599qHniBGBw&nm=10&nx=34&ny=75&mb=2

http://enenews.com/study-contaminated-water-from-fukushima-reactors-could-double-radioactivity-levels-along-us-west-coast-in-5-years-we-were-surprised-at-how-quickly-the-tracer-spread-video
http://enenews.com/study-contaminated-water-from-fukushima-reactors-could-double-radioactivity-levels-along-us-west-coast-in-5-years-we-were-surprised-at-how-quickly-the-tracer-spread-video


environmentalresearchweb (IOP Publishing)

July 9, 2012

Radioactive water from the Fukushima nuclear reactors in Japan could reach the US West Coast in the next 5–6 years, doubling the radioactivity of US 

coastal waters, according to simulations carried out by German oceanographers.

[...]

Tentatively assuming a value of 10 petabecquerel (PBq) for the net 137Caesium (Cs) input during the first weeks after the Fukushima incident, the 

simulation suggests a rapid dilution of peak radioactivity values to about 10 Bq/m³ during the first 2 years, followed by a gradual decline to 1–2 Bq/m³ 

over the next 4–7 years. The total peak radioactivity levels would then be about twice the pre-Fukushima values.

Keeping the Core Covered for Over 30 Years!

http://enenews.com/reuters-corrosion-from-salt-has-weakened-fukushima-no-4-fuel-pool-concern-quake-to-topple-building-14000-hiroshima-bombs-
worth-of-cesium-137-inside

Interesting and scary

http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/energy/2013/08/130807-fukushima-radioactive-water-leak/

http://thetruthwins.com/archives/radioactive-water-from-fukushima-is-systematically-poisoning-the-
entire-pacific-ocean

I found this article on Reuters Mobile (us.mobile.reuters.com) and thought you might find it 
interesting:

Japan says Fukushima leak worse than thought, government joins clean-up
http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSBRE97601K20130807

Dr. Bill, 

In order to curtail the flow of radioactive water to the sea, TEPCO has constructed walls to dam-up the groundwater flow. It backfired because 

http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSBRE97601K20130807
http://thetruthwins.com/archives/radioactive-water-from-fukushima-is-systematically-poisoning-the-entire-pacific-ocean
http://thetruthwins.com/archives/radioactive-water-from-fukushima-is-systematically-poisoning-the-entire-pacific-ocean
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/energy/2013/08/130807-fukushima-radioactive-water-leak/
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now the ground water level has risen and is spilling OVER the dam-wall. Therefore, the tritium and cesium (and other isotope) layden water in on 

the surface, thus compounding the contamination problem. 
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After nearly 30 months of failure, Tokyo Electric Power Co. is still providing little reason for confidence in its ability to 

deal with the radioactive water leaking at its Fukushima No. 1 nuclear plant.

The utility continues to face criticism for its delay in releasing vital information about conditions at the crippled plant. 

Fishermen and residents have lost patience over the many setbacks in TEPCO’s preparations to decommission the 

reactors.

And now, the Nuclear Regulation Authority is raising doubts about the utility’s latest plan: constructing underground 

walls to prevent the contaminated water from reaching the Pacific Ocean.

The immediate concern is radioactive water seeping along the seaward side of the No. 1 to No. 3 reactors and 



spilling into the sea.

TEPCO is currently solidifying soil with chemicals near a levee to prepare the ground for the walls.

But as work has progressed, the water level in observation wells has risen sharply to about 1 meter from the ground’s 

surface, apparently due to the accumulation of groundwater blocked from the ocean.

Due to limitations in construction methods, the walls can only be built with their tops at 1.8 meters beneath the 

surface. That means the water levels in the observation wells have already risen above the top edges.

If such a situation continues, the completed barriers will be unable to prevent the water from reaching the ocean. In 

addition, calculations show that if the water levels continue to rise at the current pace, contaminated water will flood 

the surface in about three weeks.

One huge problem facing TEPCO in dealing with the water is the maze of pits constructed beneath the Fukushima 

No. 1 plant site for pipes and power cables.

Immediately after the nuclear accident started in March 2011, an estimated 11,000 tons of highly radioactive water 

spilled into the pits under the No. 2 and No. 3 reactors. Some of that water is believed to have leaked further 

underground from cracks in the pits caused by the magnitude-9.0 Great East Japan Earthquake.

The reactor buildings are still connected to the pits, making it difficult to shut off the flow of water that becomes 

contaminated in the cooling process of the melted nuclear fuel that remains in the reactors.

A working group of the NRA held its first meeting on Aug. 2 regarding the leaking of contaminated water at the 



Fukushima plant.

The nuclear watchdog raised concerns that TEPCO’s plan to construct walls to block the leakage would be 

insufficient, and proposed pumping up the contaminated groundwater.

However, a TEPCO official said installing a pump would have to wait until late August because of the continuing 

construction work on the walls.

According to one calculation, about 100 tons of groundwater would have to be pumped up daily to prevent the water 

from leaking into the ocean. But the plant is running out of storage space for the contaminated water.

TEPCO officials remain confident that the completion of the walls in October will alleviate the water problem.

“There should be considerable improvement once we complete the additional measures,” Masayuki Ono, acting 

general manager of TEPCO’s Nuclear Power and Plant Siting Division, said at an Aug. 2 news conference.

TEPCO has also floated a plan to pump up groundwater flowing from the mountain before it enters the damaged 

reactor buildings and becomes contaminated. This “clean” water would be released into the ocean, thereby reducing 

the volume of contaminated water at the site.

However, local fishermen oppose the move in part because of their anger at the latest leaks of contaminated water 

into the ocean. They have also steadily lost trust in TEPCO.

Water contaminated with extremely high levels of radiation reached the ocean from the pits in the No. 2 and No. 3 



reactors in April and May 2011.

TEPCO implemented measures to stop the leaks, and officials said they believed they had properly dealt with the 

problem at that time.

But in reality, contaminated water continued to flow into the ocean. TEPCO officials did not admit to that problem until 

July 22.

On Aug. 2, TEPCO officials said between 20 trillion and 40 trillion becquerels of radioactive tritium had leaked into the 

ocean. That is about 10 to 100 times the volume emitted over a one-year period of operating the nuclear plant.

“There is only a minor effect on the environment because it is about the same level as the upper limits of emission 

standards during operating periods,” a TEPCO official said.

However, TEPCO officials noted an increase in the volume of contaminated groundwater reaching the ocean since 

May, when concentrations of tritium in the water within the port at the Fukushima No. 1 plant began rising.

The utility estimated that between 20 trillion and 40 trillion becquerels will have entered the ocean by the end of July.

The company will make estimates of the flow of strontium, which has greater effects on the environment and tends to 

accumulate in human bones.
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